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Abstract

This thesis investigates ensemble methods for offline recognition of English handwrit-
ten text lines. Multiple recognisers are automatically generated from a single base
recognition system. Combining the output of these multiple recognisers provides the
final ensemble result.

The underlying recognisers are based on hidden Markov models. One model is built
for each character. Based on the lexicon, word models are derived by concatenating
character models. A statistical language model is used to build text line models by
preferring more likely word sequences over unlikely word sequences. A postprocessing
step calculates confidence values for each recognised word.

Ensembles of recognisers are generated based on variation of the training data, the
features, and the system architecture. Because the output of a handwritten text line
recogniser is a sequence of words, most existing combination methods cannot be ap-
plied directly. The combination has to be performed in two steps. First, the word
sequences are synchronised by a string alignment procedure. Second, a decision strat-
egy derives the combination result for each segment of the alignment. For this purpose,
confidence-based voting, a statistical decision method, and a decision method that in-
cludes language model information are used.

The experimental evaluation on a large set of images of handwritten text lines indicates
that the proposed ensemble methods can significantly increase the performance of an
offline handwritten text line recognition system.
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1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Cursive handwriting recognition has been an active research topic for many years. The
recognition of isolated characters or digits is quite mature and has been integrated into
many applications. However, if the complexity of the recognition task increases and
entire words are considered instead of single characters, recognition rates drop signif-
icantly because the number of characters in a word is unknown in advance and the
considered lexicon is typically large. Even more difficult is unconstrained handwritten
text line recognition, especially if a writer independent task is considered, and no train-
ing data from the person who has written the input is available. The main problems in
this field are the differences in writing style, the large lexicon, and the segmentation
problem, i.e. the unknown number and position of the words on a text line.

The reading of human handwriting by machines is an interesting and intellectually
challenging problem. The aim to approach the performance of humans in handwritten
text recognition is a major driving force behind many research activities in this field.
Additionally, handwriting recognition has become important from the application ori-
ented point of view. Most industrial applications using offline handwriting recognition
are only able to solve constrained and specific problems, e.g. address reading and bank
cheque processing. Moreover, the automatic reading of general text is interesting for
tasks such as the transcription of handwritten historical archives and the automatic
reading of forms, handwritten faxes, personal notes, and annotations on documents.

Recognition accuracy in pattern recognition can often be improved if multiple classi-
fiers methods are used. Of particular interest are ensemble methods, where different
classifiers are automatically generated from a base classifier by systematically modi-
fying either the training data, the features, or the system architecture. In a multiple
classifier system, each of the individual systems classifies the input pattern first. Next,
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2 1.2. Problem Statement and Goal

a combination module generates the final result based on the results of the individ-
ual classifiers. Such a multiple classifier approach often achieves a better recognition
performance than a single classifier.

However, most of the combination techniques applied in current multiple classifier sys-
tems are not suitable for the combination of handwritten text line recognisers because
the output of a text line recogniser is a sequence of words rather than just a single
class, and the number of words in the output word sequence may differ in the multiple
recognition results.

1.2 Problem Statement and Goal

In this thesis the problem of writer independent unconstrained offline handwritten text
line recognition is addressed. Until today only a few works have been published in
this area, and none of them includes a systematic investigation of applying ensemble
methods in order to improve recognition performance.

The goal of this thesis is to explore the capability of ensemble methods to improve a
state of the art system to recognise unconstrained offline handwritten English text lines.

1.3 Contribution

The main contribution of this thesis is the investigation of ensemble methods for un-
constrained offline handwritten text line recognition including extensive experimental
evaluation of the developed methods. The following subsections provide a more de-
tailed list of the contributions.

1.3.1 Handwritten Text Line Recogniser

Text line recognisers developed in the past are usually based on the closed lexicon
assumption, i.e. each word that occurs in the test set is present in the lexicon. This
assumption is now dropped. The novel approach determines the lexicon based on large
text corpora and not based on the test set. This is a more realistic scenario because the
words to be recognised are usually unknown in advance.

Novel confidence measures based on alternative candidates derived from a specific
integration of a language model are calculated and applied in a combination context.

A novel non-uniform slant correction technique is applied for the first time to hand-
written text lines. By experimental evaluation, the impact of this novel slant correction
technique on the recognition performance is examined.
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1.3.2 Ensemble Generation

Two well-known ensemble generation methods, namely Bagging and the feature sub-
space method, are applied for the first time to handwritten text line recognition.

A novel ensemble generation method is developed that is specific for handwritten text
line recognition. Multiple recognisers are built by varying the level of integration of
the statistical language model into the recognition process.

Existing diversity measures cannot be applied directly to ensembles of handwritten text
line recognisers. A new generic framework is developed that enables the application of
existing diversity measures to these ensembles.

1.3.3 Result Combination

A combination framework called ROVER, which was developed in the field of contin-
uous speech recognition, is applied for the first time to combine multiple handwritten
text line recognisers.

The ROVER framework is extended by two new decision methods, namely a statistical
decision method and decision algorithm which uses language model information. The
statistical decision addresses the problem that the outputs of different recognisers may
be dependent, whereas the language model decision considers not only the words at the
current position, but also the word at previous positions.

1.4 Outline of the Thesis

The thesis consists of two main parts representing handwriting recognition and ensem-
ble methods, and a concluding part providing a summary and outlook.

Part I – Handwritten Text Line Recognition

The first part of this thesis is devoted to offline handwritten text line recognition. Af-
ter an introduction to the field, a recognition system is described which serves as base
recogniser in the second part of the thesis. The recognition system can be divided
into three parts: preprocessing, including image normalisation and feature extraction,
recognition, which is based on hidden Markov models and statistical language mod-
elling, and postprocessing, where confidence measures are calculated.
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Part II – Ensemble Methods

Ensemble methods are applied to handwritten text line recognition in the second part.
After an introduction to ensemble methods with a special focus on applications in hand-
writing recognition, several methods to generate multiple handwritten text line recog-
nisers are presented. The word sequences that are the output of the multiple recognisers
are finally combined by various combination methods.

Part III – Conclusions and Outlook

Conclusions are drawn and an outlook on future research is provided in the last part of
this thesis.



Part I

Handwritten Text Line
Recognition





2
Introduction

This part presents a recognition system for unconstrained offline handwritten text line
recognition. This system acts as base recogniser in the ensemble methods that will
be introduced in Part II. The recognition system is based on the recognition systems
presented in [89, 153]. Several enhancements have been introduced compared to [89]
including individual length optimisation of the character models and optimisation of
the integration of the statistical language model. In contrast to [153], text lines are con-
sidered instead of sentences, which is a more general approach because less constraints
are imposed to the input data. Additionally, the lexicon is not closed over the test set
anymore which represents a more realistic scenario because the words to be recognised
are usually unknown in advance.

The next section of this chapter discusses the main challenges that must be addressed
in the field of unconstrained offline handwritten text line recognition. The state of the
art including character, word, and text recognition is summarised in Sect. 2.2. Sec-
tion 2.3 presents the handwriting image data used throughout this thesis, before a sys-
tem overview is given in the last section of this chapter.

The remaining chapters of this part are organised as follows. Chapter 3 describes
the recognition system including image normalisation, feature extraction, and hidden
Markov modelling methodology. Next, natural language modelling techniques are pre-
sented in Chapter 4. Confidence measure methodology is covered by Chapter 5. The
last chapter of this part reports the experimental evaluation of the presented techniques.

2.1 Challenges

One goal of the presented recognition system is to be as general as possible, i.e. to
impose only few restriction to the handwriting to be recognised. This is contrary to

7



8 2.1. Challenges

task specific systems, e.g. bank cheque readers, where many assumptions can be made
about the input data, which often simplifies the recognition.

The following subsections present the main challenges of the considered recognition
task and describe how the proposed handwritten text line recogniser addresses these
challenges.

2.1.1 Offline Recognition

In handwriting recognition one distinguishes between offline and online recognition.
The difference originates from the type of input data that is available for recognition.
In online recognition a special input device, e.g. an electronic pen, tracks the movement
of the pen during the writing process. Based on this information, an online recognition
system can determine the position of a pen at a given time and hence order the input
points in a temporal sequence describing how the writing occurred.

No time information is available in offline handwriting recognition. Only an image of
the handwriting is processed. Thus, the writing process cannot be completely recon-
structed. Furthermore, no constraint is given in terms of the writing instrument (e.g.
quill) and writing pad (e.g. paper), as long as the scanned image shows enough contrast
to distinguish foreground from background pixels. Typically, a handwriting document
is scanned as a greyscale image at a resolution of about 300 dpi, which results in a
relatively low-quality image of handwritten text.

Because less information is available, offline recognition is usually considered more
difficult than online recognition. Furthermore, offline recognition is more human-like
because only the image information is available when humans read handwritten texts.
In this thesis only offline handwriting recognition is addressed. However, many meth-
ods apply directly to online handwriting recognition, too.

2.1.2 Unconstrained Text Recognition

To act as a general recogniser, the proposed system requires as few conditions on the
handwritten input data as possible. The only constraint is that the texts must be written
in English because the lexicon is obtained from English text corpora.

In contrast, recognisers built for specific application domains can use task specific
knowledge to improve recognition accuracy; e.g. in bank cheque processing the le-
gal and the courtesy amount of the cheque must be equivalent. Another example are
address reading systems which have a specific lexicon containing only postal codes,
city names, and street names. Additionally, relations between postal codes and city
names, as well as between street names and cities can be used to improve performance.

To deal with unconstrained texts the lexicon of a recogniser must be large enough,
representing a high coverage of the words that may occur in a text. On the other hand,
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if the lexicon is too large, the recognition may become computationally expensive and
unreliable because many similar words must be distinguished. Some works overcome
this problem by closing the lexicon over the test set, i.e. it is assured that each word
that occurs in the test set is present in the lexicon. In general, however, the words in
the test set are unknown, and the scenario with a lexicon that is not closed over the test
set is more realistic.

2.1.3 Segmentation Problem

Because the correct number of words in a text line is unknown in advance, the recog-
niser is often unable to detect the beginning and the ending of a word correctly. This
leads to word segmentation errors because too many or too few words are present in
the recognised word sequence.

A similar segmentation problem occurs when words are split into characters, which is
known as Sayre’s paradox [116]. A letter cannot be recognised before being correctly
segmented and cannot be segmented before being recognised.

To overcome the paradox, the recogniser used in this thesis is based on hidden Markov
models and implicitly segments the text line into words and characters when perform-
ing the recognition based on probabilistic models.

2.1.4 Writer Independent Recognition

Writer independent recognition implies that no handwriting sample of a writer in the
test set is available to train and validate the recognition system. Writer independence
aims at the highest possible generalisation regarding writing styles and instruments.
In applications such as address reading or bank cheque processing, the handwriting
must be recognised independently of the writer, because it is not possible to obtain
handwritten samples from each customer.

The opposite of writer independent recognition is single-writer or multi-writer recogni-
tion. Such a recognition system is optimised for a given set of writers and will usually
perform very badly on handwritten samples from other people. Writer dependent meth-
ods are typically applied if only a few people are using a recognition system, e.g. in a
personalised mobile device.

In this thesis only writer independent recognition is addressed. Independent recogni-
tion is more general and considered to be more challenging because of the different
writing styles and instruments. Figure 2.1 shows some examples of different writing
styles illustrating the difficulties a writer independent recognition system must address.
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Figure 2.1 Examples of different writing styles.

2.2 State of the Art

This section summarises state of the art cursive Roman handwriting recognition sys-
tems. The focus is on offline handwriting systems for isolated characters, for cursive
words, and for general text. A brief historical overview of handwriting recognition
is provided in [83]. Extensive surveys of handwriting recognition research are given
in [15, 102].

2.2.1 Isolated Character Recognition

The problem of isolated character recognition is to assign each input image to a char-
acter class. It is usually treated as a traditional pattern classification problem. Typical
classes are all upper and lower case characters as well as the ten digits. A survey of
earlier work in the domain of isolated character recognition is provided in [57]. A more
recent overview is given in [22].

Several databases, including NIST [38], ETL-6 [114], and CCC [17], became pub-
licly available and are widely used to develop various isolated character recognition
systems. Almost all generic classifier methods have been applied to isolated charac-
ter recognition. Examples include k-nearest-neighbour classifiers [122], neural net-
works [74], and support vector machines [79]. In the last two years, among other
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works, [17, 18, 21, 25, 53, 110] have addressed the problem of isolated character recog-
nition.

It is worth noting that isolated Roman character recognition is quite mature today.
Currently much research is focussed on isolated characters of non-Roman alphabets
like Arabic/Farsi [84], Chinese [123], Hangul [61], and others.

2.2.2 Word Recognition

The recognition of entire words is considered a more difficult task than isolated char-
acter recognition because, usually, a word must be segmented into characters first.
However, the segmentation of a word into characters is difficult if no knowledge about
the word is available (a problem known as Sayre’s paradox [116]).

Several databases are available to develop and test handwritten word recognisers. The
IRONOFF database [133] contains online and offline signals of handwritten words
for small-lexicon tasks. Many word recognition systems are developed using postal
address data from the CEDAR database [55]. The segmented version of the IAM
database [90] provides English words extracted from handwritten texts.

Surveys of previous work in the field of offline handwritten word recognition can be
found in [15, 72, 125, 134]. Three main approaches have been used to address the word
recognition problem: the holistic approach, the segmentation-based approach, and the
segmentation-free approach. These will be described in more details in the following
paragraphs.

Holistic methods overcome the difficult segmentation problem by classifying the given
input image directly as a word of the lexicon [85]. Features that characterise the word as
a whole are extracted from the image and compared to known prototypes. Limited to a
small number of word classes, holistic methods cannot handle large-lexicon problems.

A segmentation-based approach first segments a word into smaller entities, e.g. char-
acters or graphemes. These entities are then classified with a character recognition
system and recombined to build the recognised word. This recombination is usually
based on heuristic rules driven by human intuition. Examples of such procedures in-
clude [7, 64, 67, 80].

Most recent work on handwritten word recognition implements segmentation-free meth-
ods based on hidden Markov models. The segmentation and the recognition step are
performed concurrently in a single step. Models are built for each character, and these
models are then concatenated to word models. Among others, recent work using a
segmentation-free approach to recognise offline handwritten words includes [1, 39, 40,
47, 66, 71].
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2.2.3 Text Recognition

Unconstrained handwritten text recognition is still considered a very challenging task
with many open problems. Only relatively few published work address unconstrained
handwritten text recognition.

A segmentation-based approach has been proposed in [63] to address the task of un-
constrained handwritten text recognition. After image normalisation the text lines are
segmented into words and characters, respectively. The segmented characters are then
classified using a handwritten character recogniser. A tree-based segmentation method
has been used in [130] to separate a text line into words. A word recogniser based on
hidden Markov models then performs the recognition.

Several segmentation-free approaches have been proposed. In [136], a text line recog-
nition system based on hidden Markov models and statistical language models is de-
scribed. A sliding window approach extracts 16 pixel-based features at each position
of the window, which moves from left to right over the image. The lexicon size is sys-
tematically varied between 10,000 and 50,000 word classes. In [32], features based on
principle component analysis and discrete wavelet transforms are extracted and used
by a hidden Markov model based recogniser. Not text lines, but sentences are recog-
nised in [153], where recognition performance is improved by integrating a stochastic
context-free grammar into the recognition process.

In [128], an interactive system to transcribe handwritten sentences has been described.
A human transcriptor corrects wrongly recognised words online and hence helps the
recogniser to improve the recognition performance on the remaining input.

Related work has been conducted in the field of online handwriting recognition, too.
In [103], a segmentation-based recogniser using neural networks recognises handwrit-
ten sentences. The recogniser outputs multiple hypotheses which are rescored with a
statistical language model in a postprocessing step. Text lines written on a whiteboard
are processed in [82]. A special pen is used to track the movement of the handwriting
on the whiteboard. Hidden Markov models are then used to perform the recognition.

2.3 The IAM Database

Having a large database of handwritten text lines available is extremely important for
the development and evaluation of handwriting recognition systems. Most public of-
fline handwriting databases are restricted to character or isolated word images for a
specific domain like bank cheque processing (CENPARMI database [126]) or address
reading (CEDAR database [55]). Only few databases are available containing cur-
sive handwritten text. A single-writer database containing about 4,000 words has been
used in [118] for conducting writer dependent experiments. The NIST database [38]
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is limited in terms of the covered text. Only the first few sentences of the American
constitution are provided, which represents only a very small lexicon.

The IAM database [90] covers a large amount of unconstrained English texts. Since
its first version it has been extended and enhanced to support different tasks, includ-
ing isolated word recognition, and writer identification [149]. Currently, the database
consists of more than 1,500 forms of handwritten text written by over 600 different
writers. These forms contain over 13,000 text lines and more than 12,000 different
word instances. The sentences written by the contributors originate from the LOB
corpus [60].

Figure 2.2 shows an example of a completed form of the IAM database. The sentences
from the LOB corpus were printed on forms, and subjects were asked to write the
sentences on the empty area below. No constraints were given concerning writing style
and instrument.

2.4 System Overview

Figure 2.3 provides an illustrative overview of the recognition system used in this the-
sis. The system can be divided into three phases: preprocessing, recognition, and
postprocessing. Each of them will be described briefly in the following paragraphs and
in more detail in the remaining chapters of this part of the thesis.

The goal of the preprocessing phase is to convert a handwritten input image into a fea-
ture vector sequence. First, the image is normalised to reduce the impact of different
writing styles. Normalisation includes skew correction, slant correction, baseline nor-
malisation, and average character width normalisation. The normalised image is then
converted into a feature vector sequence with a sliding window approach. The win-
dow moves from left to right over the normalised image of handwritten text. At each
position of the window nine geometrical features are extracted.

In the recognition phase, the feature vector sequence is decoded using hidden Markov
models. One model is built for each character. Based on a lexicon, word models
are constructed by concatenating character models. Text line models are then created
using these word models and a statistical language model. Using the text line models,
the Viterbi algorithm performs the decoding of the feature vector sequence providing
either a transcription containing the most likely word sequence or a recognition lattice
that consists of an entire network of promising results.

The recognition lattice is used to calculate confidence measures for each recognised
word in the postprocessing phase. The confidence measures are derived from alterna-
tive candidates that are extracted from the recognition lattice and can either be used for
rejection or to support the combination of multiple recognisers.
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Figure 2.2 Completed form from the IAM database.
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3
Handwriting Recognition Based

on Hidden Markov Models

This chapter describes the main parts of the handwriting recognition system. The input
data of the recognition system are text line images, thus no text line extraction method
is described. The sections are organised as follows. After the image normalisation,
which includes several procedures to reduce the impact of individual writing styles,
the feature extraction process is described in Sect. 3.2. Next, Sect. 3.3 describes the
theory of hidden Markov models and its application to handwriting recognition. The
last section of this chapter provides the evaluation methodology used to measure the
performance of a recogniser.

3.1 Image Normalisation

To reduce the variability of different writing styles, the images of handwritten text lines
are normalised. Several independent procedures are applied to the handwritten images
including skew correction, slant correction, writing regions normalisation, and average
character width normalisation.

The normalisation is conducted uniformly with global correction parameters for the
entire text line. Local deviations are not normalised with these techniques; e.g. the
determined slant angle is an average slant angle of the entire text line. However, dif-
ferent letters in the text line might have different slants which are not removed by a
global slant correction technique. Therefore, a non-uniform slant correction technique
is proposed in Sect. 3.1.5 to enable the correction of local slant angles.

17
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Figure 3.1 Example illustrating the skew correction. The image on the left side is
the original input image. The imaginary line on which the handwriting is written is
estimated. A rotation corrects the line to become horizontal. The result is shown in the
right image.

Figure 3.2 Example of the slant correction. The average slant angle is estimated in
the skew-corrected image on the left. A shear transformation corrects the estimated
slant. The corrected image with upright handwriting is shown on the right.

3.1.1 Skew Correction

The skew correction procedure rotates the text line such that the imaginary line on
which the words are written becomes horizontal. For this purpose two steps are applied.
First, the skew angle is estimated. Second, the input image is rotated by the estimated
skew angle. An example that illustrates the skew correction is provided in Fig. 3.1. The
motivation of the skew correction is to simplify the estimation of the baselines for the
normalisation of the writing regions described below.

3.1.2 Slant Correction

The goal of slant correction is to bring the handwriting into an upright position. De-
pending on the writing style, the handwriting, especially its long vertical strokes, is
more or less slanted to the right or to the left. Similar to the skew correction, two steps
are applied to remove the slant. First, the slant angle is estimated from the image. Sec-
ond, a shear transformation with the estimated slant angle brings the handwriting into
an upright position. Figure 3.2 illustrates the slant correction.

3.1.3 Normalisation of the Writing Regions

A text line can be horizontally divided into three parts, i.e. the descender part, the
middle part where the body of the text is located, and the ascender part. During baseline
normalisation these parts are scaled to a predefined height. This normalisation makes
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Figure 3.3 Example illustrating the normalisation of the writing regions. The parts
of the text line image, i.e. descender, middle, and ascender part are estimated. In this
example no descender part is present. The parts are then scaled to predefined height.

Figure 3.4 Example of width normalisation. A horizontal scaling transformation is
applied. The goal is that the average width of the characters becomes similar for any
handwriting.

the feature extraction more robust because the location of the handwriting is correlated
to the corresponding characters. Some characters, e.g. ‘a’ or ‘e’, are entirely written in
the middle part, whereas uppercase letters and characters like ‘l’ and ‘t’ also involve
the ascender part.

3.1.4 Width Normalisation

Because the width of the characters typically differs from writer to writer, a width
normalisation step is applied. The number of characters in a text line is estimated by
counting the number of black-white transitions. The width of the characters is then
normalised using a horizontal scaling transformation which is based on the estimated
number of characters and a predefined average character width.

3.1.5 Non-Uniform Slant Correction

In the conventional slant correction technique described in Sect. 3.1.2, the average slant
angle is estimated and uniformly corrected by a single shear transformation. This tech-
nique performs well under the assumption that the text line is written with a constant
slant. However, in some handwriting styles the slant angle fluctuates not only between
different words, but also within a single word. An example is given in Fig. 3.5 where
the first line shows a handwriting with a constant slant angle, and the slant angle of the
second handwriting fluctuates. The existence of such non-uniformly slanted handwrit-
ing styles is the motivation for a local estimation of slant angles and the corresponding
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Figure 3.5 Example of slanted handwriting. The first line shows a uniform slant,
whereas the slant angles of the second line are non-uniform.

pi
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pi-1p
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correction line
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Figure 3.6 Representation of non-uniform slant angles by correction lines.

non-uniform correction step. The non-uniform slant correction applied in this thesis
to handwritten text lines was introduced in [127] for isolated words. The slant correc-
tion problem is formulated as a global estimation problem of local slant angels. The
sequence that maximises the objective function is determined by a dynamic program-
ming algorithm.

The non-uniform slant correction is applied as follows. Assuming an M×N text line
image, the problem of the non-uniform slant correction is equivalent to the problem of
estimating the local slant angle at each horizontal position i ∈ [1,M]. To represent the
local slant angle at position i, a line segment from (i,1) to (pi,N) is used, where pi
denotes the horizontal position of the upper-end of the line segment. This line segment
is called the ith correction line. Figure 3.6 shows several correction lines. The slope of
the ith correction line expresses the local slant at position i.

Consequently, the estimation of local slant angles can be treated as a problem of op-
timising the slope of the correction line, represented by pi, at position i = 1, . . . ,M.
The observation of text lines for defining an optimisation criterion reveals that the lo-
cal slant angles have two properties. First, long near-vertical strokes tend to exhibit
local slant angles clearly, and second, left-to-right transitions of the local slant angles
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Figure 3.7 The optimal path problem representing the optimisation problem of
p1, . . . , pi, . . . , pM .

are smooth. Accordingly, the non-uniform slant correction procedure maximises the
following function by dynamic programming:

F(p1, . . . , pi, . . . , pM) =
M

∑
i=1

fi(pi|pi−1) (3.1)

where fi(pi|pi−1) is a function to evaluate the “goodness” of the ith correction line
specified by pi. The function fi(pi|pi−1) is defined as a weighted sum of three func-
tions: si(pi), γ(pi|pi−1), and ci(pi). The first function si(pi) becomes larger if a longer
stroke is on the correction line. The second function γ(pi|pi−1) evaluates the similarity
between the slopes of the ith and the (i−1)th correction line smoothing the transition
of local slant angles. The last function ci(pi) is introduced to avoid over-correction, e.g.
caused by characters such as ‘X’ and ‘y’ that contain long near vertical strokes which
do not exhibit slant angles. The function ci(pi) evaluates the similarity between the lo-
cal slant angle and an average slant angle in a neighbourhood around the ith correction
line.

The optimisation problem of p1, . . . , pi, . . . , pM can be treated as an optimal path prob-
lem as shown in Fig. 3.7. The path starts from i = 1 and ends in i = M on the i− pi
search graph and passes through (i, pi) next to (i− 1, pi−1) on the search graph using
the gain fi(pi|pi−1). The sum of the gains along the path becomes the objective func-
tion of the optimal path problem. This problem can be solved recursively by dynamic
programming. The slant-corrected text line image is then finally obtained by mapping
pixels on the correction line between (i,1) and (pi,N) linearly onto the vertical line
between (i,1) and (i,N).

Figure 3.8 reports the result of uniform and non-uniform slant corrections for the ex-
amples shown in Fig. 3.5. In the first example, the difference between uniform and
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Figure 3.8 Examples of the two different slant correction algorithms. The first line
of each example shows the original text line image. The second line shows the image
normalised with uniform slant correction, whereas the non-uniform slant correction
has been additionally applied to obtain the third line.

non-uniform slant correction is marginal because the subject wrote with a constant
slant angle. In the second example, where the slant angle varies, the non-uniform slant
correction provides the visually better correction result.

3.2 Feature Extraction

After the image normalisation steps, a handwritten text line is converted into a sequence
of feature vectors. This sequence of feature vectors is used by the hidden Markov
models. To obtain the feature vector sequence, the so called “sliding window” approach
is used which is a standard method to extract feature vector sequences from images.

A window of predefined width moves over an image of handwritten text. At each
position i of the window, the feature extraction process extracts a feature vector Xi
based on the image content in the window. Figure 3.9 illustrates the sliding window
approach.

For the recogniser used in this thesis, the window has a width of one pixel and the
height of the image. It moves from left to right over the handwriting one pixel at a
time. Nine geometrical features are extracted at each position i to build the feature
vector Xi = (xi1, . . . ,xi9). The first three features contain the number of foreground
pixels in the window as well as the first and the second order moment of the foreground
pixels. Features four to seven contain the position of the upper and the lower contour,
and the first order derivative from the upper and the lower contour, respectively. The
last two features contain the number of vertical black-white transitions and the pixel
density between the upper and the lower contour.
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Window Position: i

Xi = (xi1, xi2, ... , xi9)

Figure 3.9 With the sliding window approach a feature vector Xi is extracted at each
position i. Nine geometrical quantities constitute the features of Xi.

The entire feature vector sequence X for a handwritten text line image is given by
X = (X1, . . . ,Xn), where n is the pixel-width of the image.

3.3 Hidden Markov Modelling

Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are a statistical framework to model observation se-
quences. HMMs are based on a mathematically solid foundation and have been shown
to provide useful models for several real-world processes that produce observation se-
quences, including biological sequence analysis [29], speech recognition [104], and
handwriting recognition [19]. Two main advantages render HMMs especially use-
ful for offline handwritten text line recognition. First, HMMs allow one to perform
the recognition and the segmentation at the same time avoiding explicit segmentation.
Second, a segmentation of the training data into words and characters is not required
because HMMs can be trained using global data, i.e. the image data and the corre-
sponding label word sequence.

3.3.1 Fundamentals of Hidden Markov Models

An HMM λ is defined by a set of states, state transition probabilities, an initial state
probability distribution, a set of output values, and emission probabilities.

A finite set of states S = {s1, . . . ,sn}, a state transition probability matrix A = {ai, j|i, j =
1, . . . ,n} where ai, j is the probability that s j follows si, and the initial state probability
distribution π = {π1, . . . ,πn} where πi is the probability to start in state si describe the
topology of an HMM. A large number of topologies can be applied, but many HMM-
based applications use a simple linear topology [11, 31, 47, 136], i.e. only transitions
to the current state itself and to the next state are allowed. The linear topology has the
advantage that only a single parameter, i.e. the number of states, has to be determined
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 s1  s2  s3  s4

a11 a22 a33 a44

π1 a12 a23 a33

b1(X) b2(X) b3(X) b4(X)

Figure 3.10 Example of an HMM with linear topology.

to describe the entire HMM topology. Additionally, the number of probabilities to be
estimated during training is rather low.

A set V of possible observation values and the state-dependent emission probability
distribution bi(X) for each sequence of observations X ∈ V ∗ describe the output char-
acteristics of an HMM. Depending on the nature of observation values, the emission
probabilities are either provided by a discrete probability distribution or a continuous
probability density functions. If an HMM models a sequence of discrete symbols, it
is called a discrete HMM. On the other hand, if an HMM models a sequence of con-
tinuous feature vectors, as considered in this thesis, it is called a continuous density
HMM. The probability density functions are often modelled with a simple multivariate
Gaussian density [89] or a mixture of Gaussian densities [136, 153]; the latter often
performs better than a single multivariate Gaussian.

An example of an HMM with linear left-to-right topology is shown in Fig. 3.10. The
probability π1 to start in state s1 is one. The transition probabilities ai, j are zero for
i > j or j > i + 1. The example consists of four emitting states. The transitions ai, j
with a priori non-zero probabilities are indicated with an arrow. Only transitions to the
state si itself and to the next state si+1 are allowed. The emission probabilities bi(X)
are indicated with a dashed arrow.

Three basic problems arise when HMMs are used [104]. First, given an HMM λ and an
observation sequence X = (X1, . . . ,Xn), how do we calculate p(X |λ )? Second, given
an HMM λ and an observation sequence X = (X1, . . . ,Xn), how do we determine a
state sequence Q = (q1, . . . ,qn) that best explains the observations? Third, how can the
parameters of λ be adjusted to maximise p(X |λ )? The first problem is called Evalu-
ation Problem and can be viewed as scoring how well a given model matches a given
observation. It has been efficiently solved with an algorithm called forward-backward
procedure [4]. The second problem attempts to uncover the hidden part of the HMM by
detecting the optimal state sequence, a problem that, in general, has no unique solution.
It has been solved by the Viterbi decoding algorithm [34, 137]. The third problem must
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be addressed to train an HMM and is crucial for most applications because it allows
the optimal adaptation of model parameters to observed training data. The problem has
been solved by the Baum-Welch algorithm [5]. This algorithm iteratively optimises the
parameters of an HMM and is a special instance of the expectation-maximisation algo-
rithm [26].

3.3.2 Hidden Markov Models in Text Recognition

The goal of a handwritten text line recogniser is to identify the most likely word se-
quence Ŵ = (ŵ1, . . . , ŵm̂) out of each possible word sequence W = (w1 . . . ,wm) for a
known observation sequence X = (X1, . . . ,Xl) given by the feature extraction process.

Ŵ = argmax
W

p(W |X) (3.2)

However, HMMs can only estimate the likelihood p(X |W ) for a given word sequence
model W. Based on Bayes’ rule Eq. 3.2 is therefore reformulated.

Ŵ = argmax
W

p(X |W )p(W )
p(X)

(3.3)

Because the probability of the observation sequence p(X) is constant for all possible
hypotheses W, it is neglected and the most likely word sequence Ŵ is found by

Ŵ = argmax
W

p(X |W )p(W ) (3.4)

Therefore, the result of the HMM classification must be combined with the word se-
quence probability p(W ) provided by a statistical language model. Language model
issues including the exact integration into the recognition procedure are described in
the next chapter.

The following paragraphs discuss some important issues that must be addressed when
HMMs are used in handwritten text line recognition.

The first issue to be addressed is the selection of the HMM topology. As discussed
above, the simple linear HMM topology has some important advantages over more
complex topologies, especially the reduction to a single parameter which defines the
number of states. Therefore, most handwriting recognition systems, including the one
in this thesis, use a linear topology.

Whereas few published works model each word of the lexicon with an HMM, most
current systems model the characters and concatenate these models to word models
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Figure 3.11 Example of building a text line model by concatenating word models
which are themselves built from concatenated character models.

based on the lexicon. The advantage of the latter approach is twofold. First, many
different words are used to train the same characters providing better models. Second,
words that do not occur in the training set can be modelled allowing for the develop-
ment of large-lexicon tasks. Once the word models are available, a language model is
used to build text line models by concatenating word models. An example of a text
line model originating from word models which are built by concatenating character
models is provided in Fig. 3.11. Note that the same model for character ‘o’ is used in
both words, i.e. in to as well as in do.

The number of states must be defined for each character HMM. Earlier work chooses
the same number for each character model [89, 94]. Motivated by the individual aver-
age pixel-length of the characters, more recent systems use individual number of states
for each character [47, 150]. In this thesis, the Bakis method is applied to find the
number of states for each character [2]. The Bakis method determines the number of
states for each character HMM based on the average number of observation vectors.

The number of Gaussian mixture components to model the output distribution in each
state is another important parameter of an HMM-based recogniser. The optimal num-
ber depends on the size and on the nature of the training set [47, 131]. Several methods
have been proposed to optimise the number of Gaussian mixture components on a
validation set. In the recognisers used in this thesis, the number of Gaussians is not op-
timised, but heuristically determined based on previous work to reduce computational
effort and to avoid overfitting to the validation set.
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Transcription
Recognition

H D I S N Correctness Accuracy

a b c d
a b c d

4 0 0 0 4 100% 100%

a b c d
a c c d

3 0 0 1 4 75% 75%

a b c d
a c d

3 1 0 0 4 75% 75%

a b c d
a d b c d

4 0 1 0 4 100% 75%

Table 3.1 Evaluation of performance with word level correctness and word level ac-
curacy by hits (H), deletions (D), insertions (I), and substitutions (S). All examples
assume that the transcription is ‘a b c d’ against which different hypothetical recogni-
tion results are evaluated.

3.4 Evaluation Methodology

The evaluation of a text recognition system is more complex than measuring the per-
formance of a single word-classifier. In the latter case, a recognised word is either
correct or incorrect. In a text recognition system, a recognised word is either correctly
present in the transcription (H), a wrongly recognised substitution of a word in the
transcription (S), or an additionally recognised word, not present in the transcription
(I). Furthermore, it may occur that a word in the transcription has no corresponding
word in the recognition result (D).

Two performance measures are usually used in the handwritten text line recognition
literature. The first measure is called word level correctness, whereas the second is
known as word level accuracy. These two measures are discussed in more detail in the
following subsections.

An illustration of the performance measurement is given in Tab. 3.1, where different
hypothetical recognition results are tested against the given transcription a b c d. The
resulting word level correctness and word level accuracy are shown in the last two
columns of the table.

3.4.1 Word Level Correctness

The word level correctness measures the number of correctly recognised words that are
present in the transcription of the handwriting. A correctness of 100% is achieved if all
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words that are present in the transcription are correctly recognised. However, addition-
ally recognised words are not taken into account. Thus, 100% word level correctness
does not necessarily mean that the recognition result is equal to the transcription. As-
suming that the transcription contains N words out of which H words are correctly
recognised, the word level correctness is defined as follows:

Word Level Correctness =
H
N

(3.5)

The correctness is a suitable performance measure for automatic indexing of hand-
written documents. Such indexes can be applied in an information retrieval system
to search and browse handwritten documents. However, because additional words are
not considered, it is often not a suitable measure for measuring the performance of a
transcription system. Especially in the context of multiple recognisers, it can be in-
appropriate to optimise on the word level correctness. Since additional words are not
taken into account, the combination strategy will not perform any decision on which
word to use if multiple hypotheses are available, but consecutively output all available
hypotheses. This can lead to very undesired recognition results with many words, most
of them not present in the transcription.

3.4.2 Word Level Accuracy

The word level accuracy takes the insertions into account, and 100% accuracy is only
achieved if the recognised word sequence exactly matches the transcription. For this
reason, it is usually a better suited performance measure for a transcription system.
Assuming I insertions, H correctly recognised words, and N words in the transcription,
the word level accuracy is defined as follows:

Word Level Accuracy =
H− I

N
(3.6)

One drawback of the word level accuracy is that there is no lower bound, and it becomes
negative if the number of the inserted words exceeds the number of correctly recognised
words. However, this is rarely the case in practice.

The word level accuracy is used to measure the performance throughout this thesis. The
reason for this decision is twofold. First, the accuracy is considered to be more suited
for a transcription task because it does not ignore insertions. Second, the word level
correctness can become rather meaningless if the combination module of an ensemble
method allows for too many insertions.
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3.4.3 Statistical Significance Testing

The goal of a statistical significance test is to decide whether a hypothesis is correct
or not based on given observations. In the evaluation of handwritten text recognisers,
the question is whether the difference between two results is significant enough to state
that the new recognition method is better. For this purpose the statistical Z-test is used.
The variables to test are the recognition rates at the text line level. Given n text line
results of two methods X = (x1, . . . ,xn) and Y = (y1, . . . ,yn), the Z-score is calculated
as follows. First, the mean value of results of each method is calculated.

µX = ∑
n
i=1 xi

n
µY = ∑

n
i=1 yi

n
(3.7)

Next, the variances and the covariance are calculated.

σ
2
X = ∑

n
i=1(xi−µX )2

n
σ

2
Y = ∑

n
i=1(yi−µY )2

n
(3.8)

Cov(X ,Y ) =∑
n
i=1(xi−µX )(yi−µY )

n
(3.9)

Finally, the Z-value is given by:

Z =
√

n∗ (µX −µY )√
σ2

X +σ2
Y −Cov(X ,Y )

(3.10)

This Z-value is then compared to a Z table that contains the percent of the area under
the Gaussian distribution curve between the mean and the Z-value. If the Z value is
sufficiently different from the mean value, it is unlikely that the sample mean happened
by chance. Typical confidence intervals are 95% (Z > 1.65) and 99% (Z > 2.33).





4
Language Modelling

Language models (LMs) attempt to quantify regularities in natural language and to
determine the probability of a given sequence of words. This is possible because
the position and sequence of words in natural language texts are far from being ran-
dom. LMs are useful in a variety of applications including speech recognition [23, 59],
machine translation [13], spell checking [10, 65], and handwritten text recognition
systems [89, 124, 152]. Most LMs that are used in practice, as well as the ones in
this thesis, are rather simple n-gram models, although several improvements including
caching, clustering, and skipping models have been proposed.

This chapter is organised as follows. The next section introduces the text corpora used
to build the LMs. Fundamental ideas of n-gram language modelling are described in
Sect. 4.2. Next, smoothing is discussed in Sect. 4.3, before the integration of LMs in
the HMM decoding step is explored in the last section of this chapter.

4.1 English Text Corpora

Large text collections, referred to as corpora, are essential for the construction of lexi-
cons and statistical LMs. The more text is available, the better an LM can quantify the
underlying natural language. In this thesis, five different text corpora are used. These
are described in the following paragraphs.

The Brown Corpus of Standard American English [35] has been collected 1967 by H.
Kucera and W. N. Francis at Brown University as a general corpus. It is a carefully
compiled selection of American English consisting of about one million words col-
lected from a wide variety of sources. The 500 texts are grouped into 15 categories,
e.g. press reportage, general fiction, scientific writings, and humour.
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The Lancaster-Oslo/Bergen Corpus (LOB) [60] contains printed British English texts.
The LOB corpus aims at a general representation of text types to be used in research
on different aspects of the English language. The texts have been collected between
1970 and 1978 at the University of Lancaster and the University of Oslo supported by
the Norwegian Computing Centre for the Humanities at Bergen. Similar to the Brown
corpus, about one million words are present in 500 texts that cover 15 text categories.

The Wellington Corpus of Written New Zealand English [3] has been compiled at the
University of Wellington in the years 1986-1992. The aim of the Wellington Corpus is
to provide samples of written New Zealand English. About one million words in 500
texts are grouped into ten categories.

The American National Corpus (ANC) [56] contains a large collection of American
English including written texts of all genres and transcripts of spoken data. The corpus
has been produced from 1990 onward. The current second release of the ANC provides
13,295 texts containing more than 22 million words.

The largest corpus used in this thesis is the British National Corpus (BNC) [16]. The
BNC is a 100 million word collection that contains 90% written and 10% spoken lan-
guage, both from a wide range of sources. The BNC has been built by an indus-
trial/academic consortium in the years 1991-1994 and deals with British English of the
late twentieth century.

4.2 Fundamentals of N-Gram Language Models

Statistical n-gram LMs are a simple technique to estimate the probability p(W ) of
a word sequence W = (w1, . . . ,wm) based on observed word sequences of length n.
The probability that a word wi occurs after a given word sequence wi−n+1, . . . ,wi−1 is
modelled by the n-gram model. The sequence wi−n+1, . . . ,wi−1 is sometimes referred
to as history of the word wi. The complete formula to estimate the probability p(W )
with n-gram models is given as follows:

p(W ) = p(w1)
n−1

∏
j=2

p(w j|w1, . . . ,w j−1)
m

∏
i=n

p(wi|wi−n+1, . . . ,wi−1) (4.1)

where the first part corresponds to the case when i < n. In this case, the probabil-
ity p(wi|wi−n+1, . . . ,wi−1) is unavailable and the approximation by the corresponding
lower order n-gram is used, e.g. p(w1) for i = 1 and p(w2|w1) for i = 2.

Note that p(W ) is dependent on m, the length of the word sequence W. The probability
p(W ) is typically smaller if more words are present in W.
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In practice, bigram (n = 2) and trigram (n = 3) are used in most current speech and
handwriting recognition systems because the estimation of p(wi|wi−n+1, . . . ,wi−1) be-
comes difficult for large n. Bigram models assume that the probability depends only
on the preceding word wi−1. Thus, Eq. 4.1 is simplified to:

p(W ) = p(w1)
m

∏
i=2

p(wi|wi−1) (4.2)

Not only the preceding word but the two last words, wi−1 and wi−2, are taken into
account by trigram models:

p(W ) = p(w1)p(w2|w1)
m

∏
i=3

p(wi|wi−2,wi−1) (4.3)

Trigram probabilities enable a more precise description of the modelled language. On
the other hand, much more text is needed to get a robust estimation of the trigram
probabilities.

4.3 Smoothing

The n-gram probabilities p(wi|wi−n+1, . . . ,wi−1) can be estimated using relative fre-
quencies of the n-grams obtained from large text corpora. In general, however, these
relative frequencies are rather unreliable estimations because there are many word se-
quences wi−n−1, . . . ,wi that never occur in the training corpus which gives zero proba-
bilities for the corresponding n-gram estimates. However, a word sequence with a zero
probability cannot be recognised (see Eq. 3.4 for details). Therefore, smoothing tech-
niques are typically applied when LMs are built to avoid zero probabilities [44, 113].

The idea of smoothing is to take away some probability from observed occurrences and
assign positive values to probabilities of n-grams that do not sufficiently often occur
in the training corpus. To implement this idea, many different techniques have been
proposed including Katz smoothing, linear interpolation of models of different order,
and many others [20]. In the following subsections, the widely used Katz smoothing
and the Kneser-Ney smoothing technique are described. For the sake of simplicity, the
smoothing techniques are described for bigram models, however, they can easily be
extended to work with higher order n-grams. All LMs used in this thesis are trained
using the Kneser-Ney smoothing technique.
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4.3.1 Katz Smoothing

The Katz smoothing technique [62] is based on the Good-Turing [43] formula. The
underlying assumption is that if a word sequence occurs only a few times in the training
corpus, it is probably heavily overestimated.

Assume that C(wi−1wi) is the number of times the bigram wi−1wi occurs in the training
corpus, and let nr be the number of bigrams that occur exactly r times:

nr = |{wi−1wi|C(wi−1wi) = r}| (4.4)

The Good-Turing strategy proposes to discount each n-gram that occurs r times and
pretend it occurs r∗ times as follows:

r∗(r) = (r +1)
nr+1

nr
(4.5)

In statistical language modelling, r∗ is almost always smaller than r. Thus, a certain
amount of probability is left-over that can be allocated for unseen bigrams.

Katz smoothing distinguishes between bigrams that occur in the training corpus and
bigrams that have never been seen before. If a bigram has been seen in the training
corpus the discount function r∗ divided by the counts of the word wi is used. For
unseen bigrams Katz smoothing backs-off to the unigram distribution multiplied with
a normalisation constant f . The complete Katz smoothing formula is given as follows:

pkatz(wi|wi−1) =

{
r∗(C(wi−1wi))

C(wi)
if C(wi−1wi) > 0

f (wi−1)× pkatz(wi) otherwise
(4.6)

where C(wi) is the number of times a word wi occurs in the training corpus, and
pkatz(wi) is the unigram probability for a word wi, which is estimated based on the
frequency of occurrence of wi in the training corpus.

Katz smoothing is one of the most widely used smoothing techniques, however, it was
shown that Kneser-Ney smoothing consistently outperforms Katz smoothing [44].

4.3.2 Kneser-Ney Smoothing

The Kneser-Ney smoothing [69] estimates the back-off distribution based on the num-
ber of contexts that a word occurs in rather than on the number of occurrences of the
word. The discount that is used by Kneser-Ney smoothing is a single discount D. The
number of contexts c(wi) that a word wi occurs in is given by:
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c(wi) = |{v|C(vwi) > 0}| (4.7)

where C(vwi) is number of times the word sequence vwi occurs in the training corpus.
Kneser-Ney smoothing is usually used as an “interpolated” model which means that
higher order and lower order models are always combined. The formula for interpo-
lated Kneser-Ney smoothing is as follows:

pkn(wi|wi−1) =
C(wi−1wi)−D

C(wi−1)
+λ (wi−1)

c(wi)
∑w c(w)

(4.8)

where λ (wi) is a normalisation constant such that the probabilities sum of to 1.

An illustrating example of the benefit of the Kneser-Ney technique is the smoothing
of the word sequence San Francisco [44]. San Francisco occurs quite often in En-
glish texts. This gives the word Francisco a high unigram probability pkatz(Francisco).
Consider now the word sequence of Francisco which is assumed not to be seen in the
training corpus. Then, the probability assumed by Katz smoothing is rather high, i.e. :

pkatz(Francisco|of) = f (of)× pkatz(Francisco) (4.9)

However, it is very unlikely that Francisco occurs after a context other than San. Be-
cause the number of contexts c(Francisco) that the word Francisco occurs in is small,
the Kneser-Ney back-off probability will be small, too, representing the fact that Fran-
cisco is very unlikely to happen after words other than San.

pkn(Francisco|of) = λ (of)
c(Francisco)

∑w c(w)
(4.10)

4.4 Language Models and Hidden Markov Model Decoding

The HMM-based recognisers used in this thesis are supported by a statistical bigram
LM during decoding. The following reasons make bigrams a reasonable choice. First,
the amount of training texts is limited and much less training text is required to train a
bigram than a higher order n-gram LM. Second, the computational cost of the decod-
ing step is substantially higher if trigrams are considered. Third, experimental results
reported in previous work show a large improvement in performance when bigram
models are included in the recognition process [89, 136, 152], but only little or no
further performance gain is achieved with trigram models [135, 151].
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4.4.1 Grammar Scale Factor and Word Insertion Penalty

According to Eq. 3.4, not only the HMM providing the likelihood p(X |W ) for a word
sequence W and an observation sequence X , but also the LM that provides the likeli-
hood p(W ) plays an important role during the Viterbi decoding. If a bigram model is
used, Eq. 3.4 can be expressed recursively as follows:

φ(si) = φ(si−1)+ log p(Xi|wi)+ log p(wi|wi−1) (4.11)

where φ(si) is the score for the word sequence si = (w1, . . . ,wi) and p(Xi|wi) is the
likelihood of a feature vector sequence Xi output by the HMM given the word wi.

Continuous density HMMs and bigram LMs do not provide true probabilities. To com-
pensate for these deficiencies, a heuristic balancing approach introduces two additional
parameters α and β in Eq. 4.11.

φ(si) = φ(si−1)+ log p(Xi|wi)+α log p(wi|wi−1)+β (4.12)

The parameter α is called grammar scale factor and weights the impact of the LM. The
segmentation rate of the recogniser can be controlled by parameter β which is known
as word insertion penalty. Both parameters have an unclear statistical meaning and are
therefore usually determined experimentally on a validation set [105].

The grammar scale factor α ≥ 0 controls the influence of the bigram probabilities
against the optical model probabilities that are given by the HMMs. It is worth noting
that the optimal value of α depends on the length of the considered word sequences be-
cause, according to Eq. 4.1, the LM probability of a word sequence typically decreases
if the length of the word sequence increases [95].

The word insertion penalty β is used to balance the word insertion and the word dele-
tion rate. If β > 0, then sequences with more words are preferred by the recogniser,
whereas less words are output if β < 0. Because the optimal value of α depends on
the length of the word sequence, α and β are not independent and should be optimised
jointly.

4.4.2 Recognition Lattices

A recognition lattice is a data structure that represents different hypotheses of a hand-
written text recogniser in a finite state network. The lattice represents the most promis-
ing subspace of recognition results produced by the Viterbi decoding step [145].

A lattice consists of a set of nodes and a set of edges. Each edge represents a hypothe-
sised word between two nodes. The nodes are labelled with a horizontal pixel-position
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in the handwriting image. The edges are labelled with a word hypothesis, a likelihood
score provided by the HMM, and an LM score provided by the bigram model. All
incoming edges of a node must have the same word-label. Accordingly, the corre-
sponding bigram (wi,wi−1) is directly apparent from a given edge in the lattice.

An example of a lattice produced by a recogniser for the input image Mr. Lisbon has it
taped is shown in Fig. 4.1. To increase clarity and readability, the original recognition
lattice has been pruned, and the scores of the HMMs and the LM are hidden.

Recognition lattices are used for different purposes in this thesis. First, they allow a
fast optimisation of the grammar scale factor α and the word insertion penalty β . The
lattices are rescored with different (α,β ) values, and thus the expensive Viterbi de-
coding must be applied only once for each text line in the validation set. Second, in
Sect. 5.2, confidence measures are calculated based on alternative candidates that are
extracted from the lattice. Third, LM variations produce multiple recognition results
from the lattice that are used as ensembles as described in Sect. 8.3. Last, word tran-
sition networks are converted to lattices during the LM-based combination method in
Sect. 9.3.
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5
Confidence Measures

A common way to express how certain a recogniser is about its decision is to calculate
a confidence measure for each input unit, such as letters, words, or text lines. Based
on this confidence measure, rejection strategies can be implemented. If the confidence
measure of a letter, word, or text line exceeds a specific threshold, the recognition
result is accepted. Otherwise it is rejected. In the context of classifier combination,
confidence measures are used to give a result with a higher confidence a higher impor-
tance during the combination process.

In previous work, many confidence measures have been proposed. They depend on the
application and the underlying recogniser. The following paragraphs survey work in
offline handwriting, in online handwriting, and continuous speech recognition.

In offline handwriting recognition, confidence measures for automatic address read-
ing, cheque processing, character classification, and word recognition systems have
been proposed. Confidence measures for an HMM-based handwriting recognition sys-
tem for German address reading are introduced in [8]. To reject isolated handwritten
street and city names, four different strategies based on normalised likelihoods and the
estimation of posterior probabilities are described. Rejection strategies for cheque pro-
cessing systems are presented in [45] where an artificial neural network calculates a
confidence measure from a set of features. Several confidence measures for an offline
handwritten character recognition system are investigated in [100] including recogni-
tion score, likelihood ratio, estimated posterior probability, and exponentiated probabil-
ity. Various rejection strategies for offline handwritten word recognition are proposed
in [70] where class-dependent, hypothesis-dependent, as well as a class-independent
and hypothesis-independent confidence measures are presented.

In [99], confidence measures are evaluated in the field of online handwriting recogni-
tion. These confidence measures are similar to those investigated in [100] for offline
recognition. An artificial neural network combining different confidence measures is

39
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used to decide when to reject isolated digits or words. Further confidence measures
based on implicit anti-models are investigated in [91]. The confidence measures are
integrated in an isolated word recognition system as well as in a sentence recognition
system. Four different letter-level confidence measures are applied.

In the field of continuous speech recognition, additional confidence measures that are
based on the integration of a statistical LM are used. The integration of the LM in the
recognition process can be controlled by two factors: the grammar scale factor and the
word insertion penalty (see Sect. 4.4 for details). In [115], the grammar scale factor
is used to classify incorrect words in a speech recognition system. Two models based
on acoustic stability are presented. Not only the grammar scale factor but also the
word insertion penalty is used in [147] in the field of conversational telephone speech
recognition. Multiple candidate sentences derived from LM integration variations are
used to determine the confidence measure.

The remaining part of this chapter describes the confidence measures used in this the-
sis. Section 5.1 presents a confidence measure based on normalised likelihoods. Two
more elaborate confidence measures based on alternative candidates are described in
Sect. 5.2. The last section outlines how the confidence measures are used to implement
a rejection strategy.

5.1 Likelihood-Based Confidence

The first confidence measure is based on normalised likelihoods. The HMM-based
recogniser accumulates likelihoods for each frame, i.e. each position of the sliding
window. The resulting likelihood score for a word is used in the decoding step. Because
the raw recognition score is influenced by the length of the handwritten word, it is
normalised by the number of frames. The result is an average likelihood, which is then
used as confidence measure.

The advantage of the likelihood-based confidence measure is that it is simple and fast
to calculate. The drawback is that its reliability is restricted because the likelihood
scores used by continuous HMMs are far from being real probabilities [101]. Locally,
for a given feature vector sequence, the HMMs provide comparable scores that allow
for a successful decoding of a text line. However, for different feature vector sequences
the scores can often not be compared in a meaningful way.

5.2 Confidence Derived from Candidates

More sophisticated confidence measures can be derived if a list of alternative word se-
quences is available. In addition to the recogniser’s top ranked output W =(w1, . . . ,wm),
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the list contains K alternative candidates Ŵ1, . . . ,ŴK where Ŵi = (wi
1, . . . ,w

i
mi

), i =
1, . . . ,K.

The quality of the alternative candidates is a key aspect for a good performance of these
confidence measures. In the ideal case, an alternative candidate sequence should dis-
tinguish itself from the top ranked output word sequence exactly at the positions where
top ranked output words have been recognised incorrectly. Of course, in practice, this
is rarely the case as alternative candidates sometimes differ in words that have been
recognised correctly or coincide with wrongly recognised words.

5.2.1 Generation of Candidates

A common way to produce alternative candidates is the extraction of an n-best list
containing the n highest ranked transcriptions of a given image of handwritten text.
However, it has been shown both in the field of speech [147] and handwriting [148]
recognition that candidates based on LM integration variations have the potential to
provide better rejection performance than n-best lists. Therefore, LM integration vari-
ations are used in this thesis to obtain alternative candidates.

For an HMM-based recognition system with integrated LM, such as the one used in
this thesis, the most likely word sequence Ŵ = (w1, . . . ,wm) for a given observation
sequence X is calculated as follows:

Ŵ = argmax
W

(log p(X |W )+α log p(W )+β m) (5.1)

According to Eq. 5.1, the score p(X |W ) provided by the HMM is combined with the
likelihood of a text line p(W ) obtained from the LM. Because the HMM system and
the LM merely produce approximations of probabilities, two additional parameters α

and β , which is multiplied with the length m of the word sequence W, are required to
control the integration of the LM (see Sect. 4.4 for more details).

By varying the two parameters α and β , multiple candidates can be produced from the
same image of a handwritten text. To obtain K alternative candidates Ŵi, K different
parameter pairs (αi,βi), i ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, are chosen.

It is worth noting that it is not necessary to run the computationally expensive HMM
decoding K times to obtain K candidates. Instead, a recognition lattice is output by
the recogniser and rescored K times with different (α,β ) values to generate the K
alternative candidates.

5.2.2 Candidate-Based Confidence Measures

Once the alternative candidates are available, they are each aligned with the top ranked
output W using dynamic string alignment [138]. Based on this alignment, a confidence
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Transcription: Mr. Lisbon has it taped
Hypothesis: Mr. Lisbon had escaped

Candidate 1: Mr. Lisbon has it taped
Candidate 2: Mr. Lisbon has it taped
Candidate 3: Mr. Lisbon had escaped

n: 3 3 1 1

Figure 5.1 Counting the number of times a hypothesized word occurs in alternative
candidate sequences.

measure p(c|w,n) is calculated for each word w of the recognised word sequence W.
The quantity p(c|w,n) represents the probability of a word w of the top ranked output
being recognised correctly, where c ∈ {0,1} (0 stands for incorrect and 1 for correct),
and n ∈ 0, . . . ,K corresponds to the number of times a word w is observed in the K
alternative candidates. See Fig. 5.1 for an example.

If the training set would be large enough, it would be possible to estimate the proba-
bility p(c|w,n) for every value of n and all the words w contained in the lexicon. Since
most words occur only a few times (many words occur not at all in the training set) the
expression p(c|n,w) is approximated by two different confidence measures.

In the first approximation Conf1, the probability p(c|n,w) is estimated by p(c|n). The
underlying assumption is that the probability of being correctly recognised is indepen-
dent of the considered word w. This assumption allows for a straightforward and ro-
bust estimation of p(c|n). The probability p(c|n) is then used as a confidence measure
Conf1.

Conf1 = p(c|n) (5.2)

However, the assumption that the probability of a correct recognition is independent
of the considered word may be too strong. There are words that are easy to recognise,
while others are more difficult. Therefore, the second approximation Conf2 takes into
account that some words are more likely to be correctly recognised than others. Conf2
explicitly considers the current word w instead of assuming that the recognition result
is independent of word w, as is assumed in Conf1. For Conf2 the Bayes’ rule is used
to reformulate p(c|n,w):

p(c|n,w) =
p(n|c,w) · p(c|w)

∑x=0,1 p(n|x,w) · p(x|w)
(5.3)

Considering the assumption that p(n|c,w) ' p(n|c), Eq. 5.3 can be simplified [115].
By this approximation the resulting confidence measure Conf2 is defined as follows:
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Conf2 =
p(n|c) · p(c|w)

∑x=0,1 p(n|x) · p(x|w)
(5.4)

The probabilities p(n|c) and p(c|w) are estimated using relative frequencies obtained
from the training set during the training phase. If there are not enough training samples
for a word w to estimate p(c|w), confidence measure Conf1 is used instead of Conf2.

5.3 Rejection Strategy

Based on the previously described confidence measures, a rejection strategy can easily
be implemented. Given a confidence value for each output word, only those words
are accepted for which this confidence value exceeds a given threshold τ . This thresh-
old controls the strictness of the rejection strategy. If τ is increased, more words are
rejected, and the accuracy of the remaining words increases. On the other hand, if a
smaller τ is used, more words are accepted, but the error rate may increase.

To evaluate a rejection strategy the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve is
commonly used that calculates false acceptance and false rejection rates based on a
confusion matrix [24, 86]. A word can either be recognised correctly or incorrectly. In
both cases the recognition result may be accepted or rejected, which results in one of
the following four outcomes:

Correct Acceptance (CA) - A correctly recognised word is accepted.

False Acceptance (FA) - A word is not recognised correctly but accepted.

Correct Rejection (CR) - An incorrectly recognised word is rejected.

False Rejection (FR) - A word that is recognised correctly is rejected.

The ROC curve is then constructed by plotting the False Acceptance Rate (FAR)
against the False Rejection Rate (FRR). These error measures are defined as follows:

FAR =
FA

FA+CR
(5.5)

FRR =
FR

FR+CA
(5.6)

The general goal to be achieved by a rejection strategy is a low FAR and a low FRR at
the same time. However, FAR and FRR trade off. Increasing the decision threshold τ

leads to a lower FAR because less words are accepted. The FRR, however, increases
because if more words are rejected, the number of false rejections increases, too. On
the other hand, if τ is decreased, the FRR also decreases, whereas the FAR increases.





6
Experimental Evaluation

This chapter reports the experiments conducted to evaluate the recognition system
described in the previous chapters of this part. After the description of the experi-
mental setup in Sect. 6.1, the evaluation of the reference recogniser is described in
Sect. 6.2. The experiments with the non-uniform slant correction technique are re-
ported in Sect. 6.3. Next, Sect. 6.4 provides rejection experiments to evaluate different
confidence measures. The last section of this chapter discusses the conducted experi-
ments.

6.1 Experimental Setup

All experiments reported in this part are conducted on handwritten text lines from the
IAM database [90] described in Sect. 2.3. A writer independent task has been consid-
ered which means that no information about the writers who contributed to the test set
is available during the training and validation phase.

The training set consists of 6,161 text lines written by 283 writers. A total of 56 writers
have contributed 920 text lines to the validation set. The test set contains 2,781 text
lines produced by 161 writers. A complete listing of the different sets, including the
number of text lines, words, characters, and writers is given in Tab. 6.1. The average
number of words (characters) in a text line of the test set is 9.1 (46.7).

A total of 81 character HMMs are built, each with an individual number of states.
Twelve Gaussian mixture components model the output distribution of each state.
Based on the lexicon, word models are built by concatenating character HMMs. These
word models and the LM are used to build text line models.

The statistical LM is based on three different corpora, the LOB corpus, the Brown
corpus, and the Wellington corpus (refer to Sect. 4.1 for a brief discussion of these

45
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Set Text Lines Words Characters Writers
Training 6,161 53,841 288,461 283
Validation 920 8,667 43,450 56
Test 2,781 25,414 129,905 161

Table 6.1 Listing of the number of text lines, words, characters, and writers present
in training, validation, and test set.

corpora). A bigram model is built for each of the corpora. The Kneser-Ney smoothing
technique is used during the training of the bigram models. These bigram models are
then linearly combined with optimised mixture weights [44].

The underlying lexicon consists of the 20,000 most frequent words that occur in the cor-
pora. The lexicon has not been closed over the test set, i.e. there are out-of-vocabulary
words in the test set that do not occur among the 20,000 most frequent words included
in the lexicon. This scenario is more realistic than a closed lexicon because the texts in
the test set are usually unknown in advance. The considered test set contains 6.3% out-
of-vocabulary words. This results in a word level accuracy of 93.7% assuming perfect
recognition.

The recognition performance is measured in terms of word level accuracy. This ac-
curacy is defined as the number of correctly recognised words minus the number of
insertions, i.e. additionally recognised words, divided by the total number of words in
the transcription. A 100% word level accuracy can only be reached if the recognition
result matches the transcription word by word (see Sect. 3.4 for more details about
performance evaluation).

6.2 Reference Recogniser

The reference recognition system is built upon experience of former recognition sys-
tems. Many parameters, e.g. the number of states and training iterations, are deter-
mined heuristically. Only the integration of the LM is systematically optimised.

Two parameters α and β , known as grammar scale factor and word insertion penalty,
control the integration of the statistical bigram LM into the recognition process (see
Sect. 4.4 for more details). The optimisation of these parameters has been shown to
substantially improve the performance of a handwritten text recogniser [152]. The
systematic optimisation of α and β is conducted on the validation set as follows: pa-
rameter α is uniformly varied between 0 and 100 (step size: 10), while β is uniformly
varied between -100 and 200 (step size: 30). The result of this optimisation is reported
in Fig. 6.1. The optimised value for (α,β ) is found at (30,−10) and achieves a word
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Figure 6.1 Optimisation of the integration of the bigram LM on the validation set. The
grammar scale factor α and the word insertion penalty β are systematically varied.

level accuracy of 69.94% on the validation set. This configuration is used as reference
recogniser throughout this thesis.

Then, the handwritten text lines in the test set are decoded with the optimised values
for (α,β ). On the test set, the reference recogniser achieves an accuracy of 64.48%.

An n-best analysis on the test set is reported in Fig. 6.2. The n-best analysis measures
not only the performance of the most promising hypothesis, but considers the n-best
candidates, i.e. the result that achieves the highest accuracy among the n-best candi-
dates is used as recognition result. If not only the most promising hypothesis, but the
ten best results are considered, the accuracy increases to 72.57%. For n = 100 the
accuracy further increases to 77.98%.

The following paragraphs analyse the recognised word sequences under two aspects:
the first aspect is the character length of the recognised word, and the second aspect is
the position of a word in the recognised sequence.

One question that often arises is whether short or long words are more likely to be
recognised correctly. A related question is: What is the distribution of the length of
the words occurring in the word sequences? The answer to the latter question for the
test set used in the experiments described above is shown in Fig. 6.3. The distribution
of the length of the words in the transcription as well as in the recognition result is
reported. The length of a word is measured by the number of characters in the word.
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Figure 6.2 N-best results using the hundred best text line candidates on the test set.

About 50% of the occurring words (including punctuation marks) contain three or less
characters, and only very few words are longer than ten characters. The longest word
in the recognition is enthusiastically, which contains 16 characters. Figure 6.4 reports
the probability that a recognised word of a given length is correct. Even though many
occurring words contain three characters, these words are often recognised correctly.
The recognition performance of single-character-words, which are mostly punctuation
marks is slightly lower. It is worth noting that this statistic only reports punctuation
marks that are recognised; one difficulty, however, is to identify punctuation marks
that directly follow a word, which can lead to deletion errors that are no considered
in Fig. 6.4. The longest word enthusiastically is recognised correctly which leads to a
perfect recognition performance for words with 16 characters.

A second interesting question concerns the influence of the LM: How much is the first
word negatively affected by the fact that only unigrams and no bigrams apply to the
first word? Figure 6.5 reports the probability that a word is recognised correctly when
it occurs at a specific position in the recognition result. The recognition rate of words
that occur at the first position of the recognised word sequence is about 17% (absolute)
lower than words that occur at the second, third, or fourth position. Thus, one can
conclude that the fact that bigrams are not applicable to the first word in a sequence has
a substantial negative impact on the recognition performance. This problem is intrinsic
to the proposed HMM-based text line recogniser with included bigram LM and cannot
be avoided. However, if the task changes to recognise entire forms or successive text
lines, a recognition system should consider multiple text lines at once in order to avoid
this problem for successive text lines.
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Figure 6.3 Distribution of the length of the recognised words of the test set.
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Figure 6.5 Test set word recognition performance depending on the position in the
recognised word sequence.

6.3 Non-Uniform Slant Correction

To evaluate the effect of the non-uniform slant normalisation technique described in
Sect. 3.1.5, three HMM training strategies are considered. In the first training strategy,
the HMMs are trained on uniformly slant-corrected handwriting. The second strategy
uses non-uniformly slant-corrected handwriting for training. The last training strat-
egy performs a joint training by including uniformly slant-corrected handwriting im-
ages as well as non-uniformly slant-corrected handwriting images. Each of the trained
recognisers is then validated and tested on uniformly slant-corrected handwriting and
non-uniformly slant-corrected handwriting. The integration of the statistical LM is
optimised individually on the validation set.

The motivation for the three different training strategies is that the diversity among the
character instances in the training set, which is an important issue in writer independent
handwriting recognition [132], is higher if no non-uniform slant correction is applied.
Thus, training on strongly normalised data probably leads to worse models than train-
ing on less normalised data, because in the latter case the variability of handwriting
styles is higher which can lead to more general models that perform better on unseen
handwriting.

After having optimised the integration of the LM, the results on the validation set are as
follows. Whatever training strategy is applied, the non-uniformly slant-corrected hand-
writing for validation performs better than uniformly slant-corrected handwriting. The
best performing configuration on the validation set is joint training with non-uniform
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Validation Set
Validation

Training Uniform Non-Uniform
Uniform 69.94 70.15
Non-Uniform 68.07 69.56
Uniform & Non-Uniform 71.24 71.85

Test Set
Testing

Training Uniform Non-Uniform
Uniform 64.48 65.77
Non-Uniform 59.06 62.73
Uniform & Non-Uniform 62.04 65.18

Table 6.2 Recognition accuracy of the non-uniform slant correction experiments.

slant correction applied to the validation data. This configuration achieves 71.85%
word level accuracy.

The results on the test set are similar. If the HMMs are trained on uniformly slant-
corrected handwriting, the recognition accuracy increases from 64.48% to 65.77% by
the use of non-uniform slant correction on the test data. The recognition rates drop to
59.06% and 62.73%, respectively, if only non-uniformly slant-corrected handwriting is
used for training. Contrarily to the validation set, joint training decreases performance
to 62.04% accuracy for uniformly slant-corrected test data and to 65.18% for non-
uniformly slant-corrected test data. A complete listing of the results on the validation
and test set is given in Tab. 6.2.

The conducted experiments show that, whatever training strategy is used, applying
non-uniform slant correction to handwriting test data increases recognition perfor-
mance. This indicates that non-uniform slant correction produces better normalised
images than uniform slant correction. However, the non-uniform slant correction did
not achieve good performance in the conducted experiments when used to train a
writer independent recognition system. Because much writer specific information is
removed, the trained recogniser is unable to handle unseen handwriting styles well. In
other words, the training of a writer independent recogniser requires enough variability
among the training instances to achieve a good performance on unknown handwriting.
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Figure 6.6 Estimated probabilities p(c|n) that represent Conf1.

6.4 Confidence-Based Rejection

This section reports the rejection experiments conducted with the confidence measures
described in Chapter 5. To apply the candidates-based confidence measures, several
probabilities must be estimated, before an ROC curve can be calculated to evaluate the
performance.

First, the probabilities used by Eq. 5.2 and Eq. 5.4 are estimated using relative frequen-
cies on the validation set. Based on preliminary experiments, the number of alternative
candidates K is set to 64. The probability p(c|n) is estimated by the number of times
a word is correct if it occurs n times in the alternative candidates. If insufficient data
is available to estimate p(c|n) for a given n, the probability is smoothed to n/K. The
result of this estimation is reported in Fig. 6.6. As expected, the probability that a
word is correct increases if n, the number of times it occurs in the alternative candi-
dates, increases. Analogously, the probability p(n|c) used by Conf2 is estimated for
c = correct and c = incorrect. The estimated probabilities are reported in Fig. 6.7.
Last, the probability p(c|w) that a word is correct is calculated. An extract of the es-
timated probabilites is shown in Tab. 6.3; e.g. the probability that the word been has
been recognised correctly is rather high, whereas the word It is likely to be recognised
incorrectly.

Once the probabilities are estimated on the validation set, the confidence measures are
calculated for the words in the test set, and an ROC curve is plotted. The ROC curve
describes the performance of a confidence measure by plotting the false acceptance rate
against the false rejection rate. A good performing confidence measure achieves a low
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Figure 6.7 Estimated probabilities p(n|c) that are used by Eq. 5.4 to calculate Conf2.

w p(c|w)
which 0.885
but 0.769
is 0.585
It 0.357
out 0.739
been 0.954
us 0.773
not 0.702

Table 6.3 Extract of the estimated word probabilities p(c|w) used by Eq. 5.4 to cal-
culate Conf2.

false acceptance rate as well as a low rejection rate. The ROC curves of the three con-
fidence measures used in this thesis are shown in Fig. 6.8. Both confidence measures
based on alternative candidates, i.e. Conf1 and Conf2, perform substantially better than
the likelihood-based confidence. Conf2, which takes into account the considered word
w, slightly outperforms the simpler confidence measure Conf1.

6.5 Discussion

To conclude the experimental evaluation of the single handwritten text line recognition
system, several noteworthy observations and issues are discussed.
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One observation that can be made throughout all conducted experiments is that the
recognition rate is substantially higher on the validation set than on the test set. Be-
cause the LM integration parameters are optimised on the validation set, but, in general,
not optimal for the test set, a higher recognition performance on the validation set can
be expected. Additionally, it can be assumed that the test contains some “harder” hand-
writings which are difficult to recognise and which further decrease the test set perfor-
mance. This problem is well known in handwriting recognition where a rather small
number of handwritten text that can substantially increases or decreases the absolute
recognition rate of a test set; e.g. in [152], this effect overbalances the optimisations on
the validation set, and higher recognition rates are reported on the test set than on the
validation set.

The results of the non-uniform slant correction experiments raise the question whether
the preprocessing image normalisation should be applied equally to both training and
test data. Assuming that the training data perfectly covers the distribution of the test
data, applying a worse image normalisation to the training data will lead to worse mod-
els. However, in practice, the training data is biased and may become even more biased
by a better image normalisation because the variability among the training samples is
reduced. Thus, training data which is less normalised may lead to models that gen-
eralise better on the test set. On the other hand, the handwriting data in the test set
usually becomes more readable the better the image normalisation is, and the recogni-
tion performance increases.

The confidence measures based on alternative candidates substantially outperform the
likelihood-based confidence measure in the rejection experiments. For several reasons
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the likelihood-based confidence measure will nevertheless be considered in the ensem-
ble evaluation experiments. First, the likelihood-based confidence measure is fast and
easy to calculate. Second, it avoids overfitting because it does not need any parameter
to be optimised on the validation set. Third, if a confidence measure is unreliable for
rejection, it is not necessarily unusable in a combination process. Locally, for a given
feature vector sequence, the HMMs provide comparable likelihood scores that enable
a successful decoding of a text line, which can be useful for combination. However,
for different feature vector sequences, as used in a rejection context, these scores can
often not be compared meaningfully.

Although the proposed system is quite mature and has been investigated for many
years, several open problems remain. First, the system is unable to deal with hyphen-
ations. If a word is split into two parts, each on a separate line, the system will most
likely produce an error. A possible solution could be to check the endings and be-
ginnings of lines in order to identify word fragments which are then classified with
a specific recogniser. Another open problem is the identification and recognition of
out-of-vocabulary words. In the experiments about 6.3% of the words cannot be recog-
nised because they do not occur in the lexicon, e.g. proper nouns and misspelt words.
To solve this problem, these words must be identified and submitted to a specific recog-
niser that is not lexicon-based, e.g. a recogniser that uses character n-gram models.
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7
Introduction

The part describes ensemble methods that were developed to improve the reference
recogniser presented in Part I. The idea is to automatically generate multiple recognis-
ers that produce diverse results. By combining these results, a higher recognition rate
is often achieved compared to the single reference recogniser.

The use of multiple classifiers in an ensemble to solve a given task has been under
research for many years. A brief historical overview is given in [41]. Multiple classifier
systems have been investigated not only in the pattern recognition community [49, 58,
76], but also in the machine learning and artificial intelligence community.

From a machine learning point of view, there are three reasons to apply ensemble meth-
ods [27]. The first reason is statistical. By averaging the result of multiple classifiers,
the recognition performance might not increase, but the risk is reduced that an inade-
quate single classifier is used. The second reason is computational. Several learning
algorithms perform some form of a greedy search that might get stuck in local optima.
Multiple classifiers, each running the greedy search from a different starting point, can
provide a better approximation of the unknown target function. The third reason is rep-
resentational. If the classifier space does not cover the optimal classifier, e.g. if linear
classifiers are used to solve a non-linear problem, an ensemble can better approximate
the optimal classifier.

In the field of artificial intelligence Minsky motivated the use of multiple classifiers as
follows [93]:

To solve really hard problems, we’ll have to use several different represen-
tations... if we only rely on any single, unified scheme, then we’ll have no
way to recover from failure... It is time to stop arguing over which type
of pattern classification technique is best... Instead we should work at a
higher level of organisation and discover how to build managerial systems
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to exploit the different virtues and evade the different limitations of each
of these ways of comparing things.

This introduction to ensemble methods for text recognition is organised as follows.
First, the main challenges that have to be addressed when ensemble methods are ap-
plied to handwritten text line recognition are discussed. Section 7.2 summarises the
state of the art to generate multiple classifiers and to combine the results with a spe-
cial focus on work conducted in the field of handwriting recognition. Finally, a system
overview is presented in Sect. 7.3 that summarises the applied ensemble methods.

The remaining chapters of this part are organised as follows. Ensemble generation and
selection methods are described in Chapter 8. Various methods to combine the results
of the ensemble members are presented in Chapter 9. Next, Chapter 10 proposes a
framework to analyse the diversity of an ensemble. The last chapter of this part reports
the experimental evaluation of the introduced ensemble methods.

7.1 Challenges

This section describes the most important issues that must be addressed when ensem-
bles of handwritten text line recognisers are investigated.

7.1.1 Inducing Diversity

Having multiple classifiers in an ensemble that all provide exactly the same result is
not interesting because whatever combination strategy is used, no improvement will
happen. Therefore, classifiers in an ensemble must be diverse, making as few common
errors as possible. In a regression context, i.e. when multiple regression estimators
are combined, an exact relationship between the differences among the individual es-
timators and the overall ensemble accuracy can be defined. In a classification context,
no such intrinsic diversity measure is available [12]. However, previously published
work has suggested several diversity measures that correlate with the accuracy of the
ensemble.

If multiple recognisers are combined that have been developed separately, e.g. using
different feature extraction methods or different system architectures, they usually
produce a high diversity. However, if all ensemble members are automatically de-
rived from a single base recogniser, as considered in this thesis, generating a sufficient
amount of diversity among the individual ensemble members may become an issue.
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7.1.2 Combining a Large Number of Classes

Many combination methods depend on the class-labels that are output by the indi-
vidual classifiers. One popular example is the so-called behaviour knowledge space
method [54] where every possible combination of classifier outputs is represented by
a cell in a look-up table. The most likely class for each cell is estimated during train-
ing. To get robust estimations it is important to have enough training samples avail-
able [109].

If the number of classes is large, e.g. recognisers having a 20,000 word lexicon, and
the ensemble size is not very small, in the present case up to 24 recognisers, behaviour
knowledge space and similar methods are not feasible because not enough training data
is available to estimate the required decision results of 20,00024 cells of the look-up
table. Therefore, mainly voting based approaches that do not consider the class-label
itself have been applied to combine classifiers that output many different classes.

7.1.3 Combination of Label Sequences

Most existing combination rules are not applicable if each classifier of the ensemble
outputs a sequence of class-labels rather than just a single class-label. Such a situation
occurs in handwritten text line recognition where the result of each recogniser is a
sequence of word classes. It cannot be assumed that the sequences produced by the
different recognisers are all of the same length because segmentation errors can happen
resulting in some recognisers outputting more words than others. Therefore, some
synchronisation mechanism is needed.

A possible solution is to apply dynamic programming techniques to align the individ-
ual classifiers’ outputs and then locally decide which class-label to choose. However,
an optimal alignment of n word sequences is computationally expensive and a local
decision may not be sufficient because a recognised word may be dependent on the
preceding word.

7.2 State of the Art

In this section, currently available ensemble techniques are summarised. First, methods
to automatically generate ensemble members are discussed. Next, several methods
that allow for the fusion of label outputs are presented. The last part of this summary
focusses on ensemble methods in the domain of handwriting recognition, including
character, word, and text line recognition.
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7.2.1 Ensemble Generation

Most ensemble generation methods either vary the data, the features, or the system
architecture. Whereas methods varying the data apply to many different classification
problems, altering the system architecture is usually task or implementation dependent.
A survey of ensemble generation methods is found in [27].

Many different methods have been proposed to obtain multiple classifiers by supply-
ing the classifier with different training data. These methods work especially well for
classifiers that produce substantially different outputs in response to small changes in
the training data, e.g. decision tree classifiers or neural networks. The best known
among these methods are k-fold cross validation [73], Bagging [9], and Boosting [36].
A well known method that varies the features to generate multiple classifiers is the ran-
dom feature subspace method [48]. A comparison of different methods can be found
in [129].

Much less research has been conducted on using different classifier architectures or
varying parts of the classifiers. Typically, such variations are problem specific and not
as generally applicable as the use of different training sets. In [98], the number of
hidden neurons are changed to produce multiple artificial neural networks. Multiple
classifiers are built upon different feature extraction algorithms in [143].

A wide range of methods have been proposed to select classifiers from a pool of clas-
sifiers in order to build an ensemble, a strategy known as “overproduce and choose”
paradigm. Overviews are given in [76, 112]. The selection can be based on heuristic
rules, on diversity measures, on clustering the classifiers, and on various search strate-
gies. The motivation for overproduce and choose is that current ensemble generation
methods may not provide an optimal ensemble. Thus, by applying overproduce and
choose, recognition rates often improve at a reduced computation complexity.

To achieve improvements with ensemble methods, the individual ensemble members
must be diverse. Intuitively speaking, the members should make as few coincidental
errors as possible to enable the ensemble to correct the errors of individual members.
Hence, measuring diversity becomes an important tool to predict the performance of an
ensemble. Because no intrinsic diversity measure is given for label-output classifiers,
many diversity measures have been proposed for such multi-class problems. Surveys
are given in [12, 77, 141].

7.2.2 Decision Level Combination of Label Outputs

Previous work has proposed many different classifier combination strategies. Surveys
are given in [68, 76]. Depending on the information that is provided by the individual
classifiers, three types of classifier outputs can be distinguished [143].
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The first and most general type is called “abstract level”. Each classifier only out-
puts the top ranked class-label. For this type, plurality voting can be applied which is
amongst the oldest strategies for decision making. The label that occurs most often in
the results of the classifiers is voted as the final result. To give better classifiers more
power in decision making, weighted voting can be used. More sophisticated decision
methods consider the a posteriori probability of a given class using naive Bayes combi-
nation [68], the dependencies between the classifiers in the ensemble, a method known
as behaviour knowledge space [54], or other trainable decision rules [108].

The second type of classifiers is called “rank level” and outputs not only the top ranked
class-label but a ranked list of class-labels. For this type Borda count methods apply [6,
50]. The Borda count is calculated for each class by summing up the number of classes
ranked below the considered class in the different classifiers. The class with the highest
Borda count finally represents the combination result.

Known as “measurement level”, the third type requires the classifiers to output a score
for each class-label. These scores can then be combined using product, sum, maximum,
minimum, or median rule [68, 75]. The class with the highest value is then regarded
as the combination result. More sophisticated trainable approaches use a classifier that
decides which class to choose based on the scores of the recognisers.

The combination of handwritten text line recognisers, as considered in this thesis, dif-
fers from most other classifier combination problems because the output of the indi-
vidual recognisers are sequences of class-labels rather than just a single class-label.
Standard classifier combination rules, as discussed above, are not directly applicable
to the problem of label sequence combination. Because of segmentation errors, it can-
not be assumed that the sequences, produced by the different recognisers, all have the
same length. Therefore, it has been proposed to use dynamic programming techniques
to align the individual outputs of the recognisers before a decision is made locally in the
alignment result. However, this topic is still under research, and only a few solutions
have been reported in previous studies [33, 87, 88, 117, 140, 144].

7.2.3 Ensemble Methods in Handwriting Recognition

In handwriting recognition, several ensemble methods have been presented for digit
and character recognition. A survey is given in [106]. An automatic self-configuration
scheme that uses genetic algorithms to combine multiple character recognition systems
has been proposed in [120]. In numeral recognition, the application of statistical com-
bination methods has been reported in [54]. The behaviour knowledge space methods
were especially capable of combining classifiers. A feature selection approach based
on a hierarchical algorithm was used in [96] to build ensembles of digit recognisers.
In [144], a framework to combine numeral string recognisers was proposed that uses a
graph-based approach for combination.
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Figure 7.1 Overview of the ensemble methods applied to handwritten text recognition.

In handwritten word recognition, an evaluation of several decision combination strate-
gies has been reported in [37]. Borda count methods, fuzzy integrals, and multilayer
perceptrons have been compared. In [46], various ensemble methods, including Bag-
ging, Boosting, and feature subspace methods have been evaluated.

The investigation of ensemble methods for handwritten text line recognition has started
only recently. In [88], a heuristic approach has been used to align and combine multiple
handwritten text line recognisers. Positional information of the recognised words is
exploited to reduce the search space of the alignment. Three systems that address the
task of recognising text written on a whiteboard are combined in [81].

7.3 System Overview

Figure 7.1 shows a system overview of the ensemble methods used in this thesis. To
apply ensemble methods, two main issues must be addressed. The first issue is how
multiple recognisers are obtained from a single base recogniser. The second issue is
how the results of the individual recognisers are combined at the decision level.
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To generate an ensemble of n recognisers from a single base recogniser, three differ-
ent methods are applied in this thesis. The first method is Bagging where multiple
recognisers are trained on random bootstrap replicas of the training set. In the second
method, known as feature subspace method, different feature subsets are used by the
different recognisers. The third method generates different recognisers by varying the
integration parameters of the language model into the recognition process.

Each generated recogniser outputs a recognised word sequence. The sequences are
then fused at the decision level. In this thesis, four different fusion methods are con-
sidered. The first strategy, called ROVER, first aligns the word sequences in a word
transition network before a confidence based voting is applied locally at each segment
of the network. The second method applies a statistical decision instead of voting to
decide which class-label to choose. The third method includes language model infor-
mation into the combination process. The last combination method is called oracle and
calculates a theoretical combination performance assuming a perfect combination rule,
to obtain an upper bound on the recognition performance of any combination method.





8
Ensemble Generation

To implement an ensemble method, two main issues have to be addressed. First, an
ensemble creation strategy must be defined to generate multiple classifiers. The second
issue is to find an appropriate combination method to fuse the results of the individual
classifiers and to derive the final result. This chapter addresses the ensemble creation
problems, whereas the combination methods are discussed in the next chapter.

Basically, there are three different strategies to automatically create multiple diverse
classifiers. Under the first strategy, the training data is altered, the second strategy
changes the features, while under the third strategy the architectures of the recognisers
is varied. This thesis covers one method for each strategy; namely Bagging that alters
the training data, the random feature subspace method that varies the features, and LM
integration variation where the architecture is altered such that the integration of the
underlying statistical LM differs for the different ensemble members. To determine
the final ensemble, an overproduce and choose strategy is applied by running a greedy
forward search to select the individual ensembles members.

The remaining part of this chapter is organised as follows. Next, the Bagging method
that generates ensembles by bootstrapping the training set is described. Section 8.2
presents the random feature subspace method, whereas the ensemble generation method
based on variation of the integration of the LM is introduced in Sect. 8.3. The last sec-
tion of this chapter describes the overproduce and choose strategy to select ensemble
members.

8.1 Bagging

Bagging is an acronym for Bootstrap Aggregating introduced in [9], and it was among
the first methods proposed for ensemble creation. The ensemble contains classifiers
trained on bootstrap replicas of the training set.

67
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Original Training Set S: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8

Training Set S1: 2,7,8,3,7,6,3,1
Training Set S2: 7,8,5,6,4,2,7,1
Training Set S3: 3,6,2,7,5,6,2,2
Training Set S4: 4,5,1,4,6,4,3,8

Figure 8.1 Imaginary example of the Bagging method.

Given a training set S of size N, the Bagging method builds n new training sets S1, . . . ,Sn
each of size N by randomly choosing elements of the original training set S. The
same element may be chosen multiple times. This method is known as bootstrap sam-
pling [30]. Because the elements are chosen with an equal probability, on average
63.2% of all training elements of S are covered by a generated training set Si.

A classifier Ci is then trained for each of the generated sets Si. Thus, an ensemble of
n diverse classifiers is obtained from the Bagging method. The ensemble members are
diverse because they are trained on different training sets. To benefit from different
training sets, the base classifier should be unstable in terms of training data variation.
Typical unstable classifiers are neural networks and decision trees, whereas k-nearest
neighbour is known as a stable classifier.

A hypothetical example of Bagging is given in Fig. 8.1. The original training set S con-
tains N = 8 samples. Then, n = 4 bootstrap replicas S1, . . . ,S4 are generated. Because
Bagging resamples the training set with replacements, some samples are represented
multiple times in Si while other samples are left out. Accordingly, S1 contains samples
3 and 7 twice, but does not contain either sample 4 or 5. As a result, the recogniser
trained on S1 might obtain a higher error rate than the recogniser using all the training
data available in S. In fact, all four generated Bagging recognisers could result in lower
performance. However, when combined, these four recognisers can achieve higher
accuracy than that of the single recogniser trained on S. The diversity among the Bag-
ging recognisers often compensates for the decrease in performance of any individual
recogniser.

8.2 Feature Subspace

A common way to build ensembles of classifiers is to define subsets of features, either
disjoint or overlapping. The feature selection can be performed in several ways. In
some classification problems the input features are naturally grouped; e.g. in handwrit-
ten digit recognition, an image can be examined from different viewpoints, i.e. pixels
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or Fourier coefficients [28]. These groups are then used as feature subspaces. Another
common strategy to build feature subsets is to apply random selection [14, 48] which is
termed random feature subspace method. The individual recognisers use only a subset
of all available features for training and testing. These subsets are chosen randomly
with a fixed size d. The only constraint is that the same subset must not be used twice.

In this thesis the random feature subspace method is used. The underlying handwriting
recognition system uses only nine features, which is a rather low number (see Sect. 3.2
for more details on the extracted features). The dimension of the subsets d is set to six.
This number has been found to be optimal for a similar task in the field of handwriting
word recognition [46].

The total amount of information that is available to train a recogniser is approximately
the same with the feature subspace and with the Bagging method. However, only six
out of nine features are used of the test data by a feature subspace recogniser, whereas
the Bagging recognisers use information of all nine features extracted from the text
lines of the test set.

8.3 Language Model Variation

One possible architecture modification to create multiple recognition results is to alter
the integration of the statistical LM. It has been shown that those parts of a recognised
word sequence that are sensitive to changes in the underlying LM are often recog-
nised incorrectly [147, 148]. For these parts alternative interpretations can improve the
recognition performance.

For an HMM-based recognition system with integrated LM, the most likely word se-
quence Ŵ = (w1, . . . ,wm) for a given observation sequence X is calculated as follows:

Ŵ = argmax
W

{
log p(X |W )+α log p(W )+mβ

}
(8.1)

Equation 8.1 implies that the likelihood of the optical model p(X |W ), which is the
result of the HMM decoding, is combined with the likelihood p(W ) obtained from the
LM. Because HMMs as well as LMs only produce approximations of probabilities, two
additional parameters α and β are introduced to control the integration of the LM. The
parameter α , called grammar scale factor, weights the impact of the statistical LM. The
term word insertion penalty is used for parameter β which controls the segmentation
rate of the recogniser. The word insertion penalty is multiplied with the number of
words m in the word sequence W. A higher value of β results in more individual words
to be output by the recogniser (see Sect 4.4 for more details about grammar scale factor
and word insertion penalty).
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α β Recognition Result
0 -100 Barry arm inch we enthusiasm
0 150 B my arm inch we m run rush :
30 -100 Barry and include enthusiasm
30 150 Barry and Eric have enthusiasm .
60 -100 Barry and include enthusiasm
60 150 Barry and in have enthusiasm .

Figure 8.2 Multiple recognition results derived from LM integration variation. Spe-
cific parameters α and β are used in Eq. 8.1 to build diverse recognisers.

If the parameters α and β are altered, multiple recognition results are produced from
the same image of a handwritten text line. To obtain n recognition results, n different
pairs of parameters (αi,βi), where i = 1, . . . ,n, are used.

To reduce computational complexity, the n recognition results can be obtained from
a recognition lattice. These lattices are efficiently rescored with different parameters
(αi,βi), where i = 1, . . . ,n.

An example of recognisers based on different integration of an LM is shown in Fig. 8.2.
Multiple recognition results are produced for the handwritten text Barry and Eric have
enthusiasm. This example provides a good illustration of the impact of the two parame-
ters α and β . If parameter α increases, the influence of the LM increases and nonsense
word sequences, e.g. B my arm inch we m run rush :, are eliminated. Furthermore,
the influence of parameter β on the segmentation of Wi can be observed. The average
amount of words (including punctuation marks) increases if β increases.

8.4 Ensemble Member Selection

To optimise the composition of the ensemble, an ensemble member selection strategy
can be applied. The idea is not to use all possibly available recognisers, but only those
recognisers that add a benefit to the ensemble. This method is known as “overproduce
and choose” [76, 112].

On a validation set, a greedy forward search is applied to find the optimised ensemble.
First, the individual recogniser which performs best is selected as the first ensemble
member. Then, each of the remaining recognisers is tentatively added to the selected
ensemble member, and the performance of the new ensemble is measured. The best
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performing ensemble is saved and used for continuation. Iteratively, the best remain-
ing individual recogniser is added to the ensemble. Thus, at each iteration the ensem-
ble size increases by one. This procedure continues until the last available recogniser
has been added. Then, the best performing ensemble among all generated ensembles
(which, in general, contains not all available recognisers) is determined. This best per-
forming ensemble is used as the final ensemble. Note that with this ensemble member
selection strategy, the ensemble size n is implicitly optimised.

It is worth noting that, because of its greedy nature, the forward search does not pro-
vide an optimal ensemble in general. However, given m recognisers, a complete search
would require m! ensembles to be evaluated which is only feasible for very small val-
ues of m. The proposed greedy forward search substantially reduces the number of
ensembles to be evaluated to ∑

m
k=1 k and is considered a reasonable trade-off between

computational cost and combination accuracy.
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Result Combination

The goal of a decision level combination method is derive the most promising com-
bination result based on a list of results provided by the individual ensemble mem-
bers. Many different methods for decision level combination of multiple classifiers
have been proposed in previous work. Examples include voting by frequency of occur-
rence, weighted voting, behaviour knowledge space, and Bayes combination [76, 107].
However, as stated in the introduction, the combination of handwritten text line recog-
nisers differs from most other multiple classifier combination problems, because the
output of the text line recognisers are sequences of words rather than just a single
class. Therefore, standard decision level classifier combination rules are not directly
applicable to the problem of combining the results of multiple text line recognisers.

Because segmentation errors may occur in the results of the individual recognisers, it
must be assumed that the word sequences differ in the number of words. However, if
the word sequence differ in the number of words, existing combination procedures do
not apply because the word sequences are not synchronised. To overcome this problem,
a two step combination has been proposed [33, 88, 144]. First, the word sequences are
synchronised using an alignment procedure. In a second step, the decisions are made
based on the result of the synchronisation.

The following combination methods are presented in this chapter. First, a framework
called ROVER is described that consists of an alignment and a voting phase. Two ex-
tensions that address possible deficiencies in the ROVER framework are proposed in
the next sections. The statistical decision method described in Sect. 9.2 implements a
trainable decision rule that can benefit from dependencies between individual recognis-
ers. The LM-supported combination described in Sect. 9.3 addresses a major drawback
of ROVER which is that all decisions are made individually. The LM-supported com-
bination includes information provided by a statistical n-gram model to prefer more
likely word sequences over less likely ones. The last section provides a concept called
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oracle. The oracle calculates a theoretical performance of an ensemble assuming per-
fect decision and hence provides an upper bound for every decision method.

9.1 Receiver Output Voting Error Reduction

In the field of continuous speech recognition, Fiscus adressed the problem of combin-
ing the results of five systems [33]. An algorithm called Recogniser Output Voting
Error Reduction (ROVER) was proposed to analyse and combine the individual out-
puts. The algorithm was able to significantly reduce the error compared to the best
individual recogniser.

The combination based on ROVER can be divided into two phases, alignment and
voting. In the first phase, the recognition results are synchronised with an iterative
string alignment procedure. In the second phase, a confidence-based voting decision
rule extracts the final result at each position of the alignment.

9.1.1 Incremental Alignment

Any possible string alignment procedure can be used to synchronise the word se-
quences of the individual recognisers. However, because the optimal alignment of
multiple strings is an NP-complete problem [139], a sub-optimal incremental approach
performs the alignment. At the beginning, the first two sequences align using a stan-
dard string matching algorithm [138]. The result of this alignment is a Word Transition
Network (WTN). The third word sequence then aligns with this WTN, resulting in a
new WTN which next aligns with the fourth word sequence, and so on.

The iterative alignment procedure does not guarantee an optimal solution with minimal
edit cost as the alignment is affected by the order in which the word sequences are
considered. But in practice, the sub-optimal alignment often provides an adequate
solution for the trade-off between computational complexity and alignment accuracy.

An example of multiple sequence alignment using ROVER is shown in Fig. 9.1. Given
the image of the handwritten text the mouth-organ, the recognisers R1, R2, and R3
produce three different results, none of them providing the correct transcription. In the
first step the results of R1 and R2 align in a single WTN. Subsequently, the result of R3
aligns with this WTN. Note that a null transition arc ε is added to the WTN because
the result of R3 contains an additional word.

9.1.2 Confidence-Based Voting

The voting phase fuses the different word sequences once they are aligned in a WTN.
The goal is to identify the best scoring word sequence in the WTN and extract it as the
final result.
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W1: he mouth - organ.
W2: the mouth, organ.
W3: the truth - or go.

mouth
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Figure 9.1 Alignment of multiple recognition results.

The decisions are made individually for each segment of the WTN. Thus, neither of
the adjacent segments has an effect on the current segment. The decision depends on
the size n of the ensemble, on the number of occurrences mw of a word w in the current
segment, and on the confidence value cw of word w. The confidence value cw is defined
as the maximum confidence among all occurrences of w at the current position in the
WTN. For each occurring word class w, the score sw are obtained as follows:

sw = λ
mw

n
+(1−λ )cw (9.1)

The word class w with the highest score sw gives the final result of the current segment
of the WTN.

To apply Eq. 9.1, the value of λ is determined experimentally. Parameter λ weights the
impact of the number of occurrences against the confidence measure cw. Additionally,
the confidence measure cε for null transition arcs must be determined because no in-
trinsic confidence score is associated with a null transition ε . For this purpose, various
values of λ and cε are evaluated on a validation set.

A special case of the confidence-based voting occurs for λ = 1 in Eq. 9.1. Then, the
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confidence measures cw do not have any impact on sw which means that simple plurality
voting is applied, a method also known as “decision by frequency of occurrence”.

If such a decision by frequency of occurrence is applied to the WTN shown in Fig. 9.1,
the combination yields the correct result. Thus, in this example, a perfect transcription
is achieved although no individual ensemble member provides the correct result.

9.2 Statistical Decision

Previous work has suggested various statistical decision strategies to combine the re-
sults of the individual members of a multiple classifier system [54, 108, 143]. The ad-
vantage of statistical decision strategies is that the decision making process is trained on
existing decisions which can lead to better decision rules than voting or human-driven
heuristic rules.

However, if the number of classes is large, most of these methods are not feasible
because there is usually not enough training data available to reliably estimate the re-
quired probabilities. In contrast, the following statistical decision method handles an
arbitrarily large number of classes. It considers not the class-label itself, but which
recognisers output a particular class-label. Compared to most previous statistical de-
cision methods. this approach substantially reduces the number of probabilities to be
estimated during training. The advantage of the proposed statistical decision method
is that it can benefit from dependencies between individual recognisers. The method is
used as an extension to the ROVER combination scheme. It uses the same alignment
module but applies the novel decision method instead of the confidence-based voting
procedure to find the final decision.

9.2.1 Methodology

Once the incremental alignment described in Sect. 9.1.1 is complete, the statistical
decision method is applied to each segment of the WTN. First, a feature vector Xw is
extracted for each word class w that occurs in the considered segment. The feature
vector contains the confidence measures cw of the recognisers that output w:

Xw = (xw,R1 , . . . ,xw,Rn) (9.2)

where

xw,Ri =
{ cw if recogniser Ri outputs w

0 otherwise (9.3)
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The feature vector Xw is input for a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) [97, 111]. The
MLP consists of l input neurons, one hidden layer, and two output neurons. One of the
output neurons represents the score for w being correct, and the other output neuron
represents the score for w being incorrect under input Xw. The score for correctness
estimates the probability p(w = correct|Xw).

The word w with the highest score for correctness represents the final word class ŵ:

ŵ = argmax
w

p(w = correct|Xw). (9.4)

This procedure is applied for each segment of the WTN. The final word sequence is
then obtained by concatenating the results of all segments of the WTN.

If no confidence measures are available, a simplified version of this method applies.
This method uses binary feature vectors as input for the MLP. These feature vectors
indicate whether a word is present in the output of a specific recogniser or not. Equa-
tion 9.3 is rewritten as follows:

xw,Ri =
{ 1 if recogniser Ri outputs w

0 otherwise (9.5)

9.2.2 Example

An example of the simplified version of the statistical decision method using Eq. 9.5 is
provided in Fig. 9.2. The scanned image of the handwritten text leave in the autumn is
shown in (a). In this example three different recognisers R1,R2,R3 are considered. The
outputs of these recognisers align in a WTN as shown in (b). None of the individual
recognisers outputs the correct word sequence.

Next, a binary feature vector is built for each word that occurs in a segment according
to Eq. 9.5, resulting in the feature vectors listed in (c). For instance, the feature vector
Xis = (1,0,1) represents the fact that the word is is output by the recognisers R1 and
R3 but not by R2. For each feature vector, the MLP calculates the score for a correct
decision. These scores are listed in (d). The final combination result shown in (e) is
then derived according to Eq. 9.4 and provides the correct transcription of the input
image although none of the individual recognisers produces the correct transcription.

9.3 Language Model Decision

If the ROVER algorithm described in Sect. 9.1 is used to combine the results of mul-
tiple recognisers, the decisions are made individually for each segment of the WTN
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(a) Input image of handwritten text:

(b) WTN including the aligned recognition results of R1,R2,R3:

Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3 Segment 4
R1: leave is the autumn
R2: leave in that autumn
R3: leave is that august

(c) Input feature vectors:

Segment 1: Xleave = (1,1,1)
Segment 2: Xis = (1,0,1) Xin = (0,1,0)
Segment 3: Xthe = (1,0,0) Xthat = (0,1,1)
Segment 4: Xautumn = (1,1,0) Xaugust = (0,0,1)

(d) Estimated probabilities for the correctness of a decision:

Segment 1: p(correct|Xleave) = 0.9
Segment 2: p(correct|Xis) = 0.5 p(correct|Xin) = 0.7
Segment 3: p(correct|Xthe) = 0.7 p(correct|Xthat) = 0.3
Segment 4: p(correct|Xautumn) = 0.6 p(correct|Xaugust) = 0.2

(e) Combination result:

‘leave in the autumn’

Figure 9.2 Example of the statistical decision method using binary feature vectors.

using Eq. 9.1. Thus, none of the adjacent segments has an impact on the decision.
Consequently, LM information used by the individual recognisers is lost during the
combination procedure.

To overcome this weakness, this section proposes a generic extension to the standard
ROVER algorithm that allows for the integration of n-gram LM information into the
combination process. The LM-based combination allows for the preference of more
likely word sequences over less likely word sequences. In [117], a similar extension to
the ROVER framework is described that uses LM information to break ties during the
combination. Ties occur if no single word is able to win the majority voting; i.e. based
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Language Model Supported CombinationROVER Framework
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Figure 9.3 Overview of the LM-supported combination procedure.

on frequency of occurrence, no unique decision is possible. However, in contrast to the
method proposed in this section, the LM is not used for anything beyond breaking ties
in [117].

The integration of an n-gram model into the combination happens in multiple steps.
First, the WTN is transformed into a recognition lattice. Then, if necessary, this recog-
nition lattice is expanded before it is rescored with the n-gram model.

An overview of the combination including an n-gram model is shown in Fig. 9.3. The
n recognition results are aligned with the ROVER alignment algorithm. The result
of this alignment is a WTN. Next, the WTN is transformed into a lattice. If higher
order n-gram LMs are used, this lattice expanded accordingly. Finallly, the lattice is
rescored using the probabilities provided by the n-gram language model to build the
combination result.

9.3.1 From WTN to Lattice

A recognition lattice is a directed graph where all incoming edges of a node have the
same word-label w (see Sect. 4.4.2 for details). This allows for the straightforward inte-
gration of a bigram LM in the rescoring process. Therefore, the WTN that is produced
by the alignment procedure described in Sect. 9.1.1, is transformed in a lattice.

The transformation of a WTN into a recognition lattice is a particular graph expansion
procedure. Beginning with the first segment, the transformation procedure iteratively
processes each segment of the WTN. For each edge with a different word-label in the
segment a new node is inserted into the lattice. This assures that all incoming edges of
a node have the same word-label. The only difficulty occurs when null transition arcs ε

occur in the WTN. Then, the ε-arcs are recursively contracted and the edges following
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Figure 9.4 Transforming the word transition network of the example of Fig. 9.1 (upper
part) into recognition lattice (lower part).

the ε-arc are extended, analogously to the ε-removal procedure in finite state automata
theory [52].

An example of this transformation is given in Fig. 9.4. For each of the two word-labels
he and the in the first segment, we introduce an end node (i.e. nodes ‘b’ and ‘c’). For the
second segment of the WTN, containing the word-labels mouth and truth, the nodes ‘d’
and ‘e’ and the corresponding edges are added to the lattice. The procedure continues
similarly for the following two segments. Because of the null transition arc ε between
node ‘5’ and ‘6’ in the WTN, direct arcs, labelled with the dot symbol, from the nodes
‘h’ and ‘i’ to node ‘k’ must be included.

Additionally to the word-label w, two scores are assigned to each edge of the lattice,
i.e. the combination score of Eq. 9.1 and an LM score. The combination score is
obtained from the WTN by calculating the score sw of Eq. 9.1 for each word w. If
null transition arcs occur in the WTN the scores of the affected edges are multiplied
with the score calculated for the null transition arcs during the transformation. The LM
score is obtained from the n-gram model; e.g. for bigram LMs this score is p(wi|wi−i).

9.3.2 Lattice Expansion

If higher order n-grams (such as trigram or quadrigram LMs) are used, no straightfor-
ward integration of the LM is possible because only the last occurring word is unique in
the lattices described above. To allow for a straightforward integration of higher order
n-grams, the lattice must be expanded. Not only all incoming arcs must have the same
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Figure 9.5 Expanding the lattice of Fig. 9.4 to enable rescoring with trigram LMs.

label but the incoming arcs of the n−1 last nodes. This allows for a simple integration
of p(wi|wi−n+1, . . . ,wi−1) as LM score.

Considering a trigram model, Fig. 9.5 shows the expanded lattice for the example of
Fig. 9.4. New nodes are introduced into the expanded lattice to fulfil the requirement
that the incoming arcs of the last two nodes have the same word-label. This expanded
lattice can now easily be rescored with a trigram LM because the incoming nodes of
the last two nodes have the same label. Note that ε-arcs must be included after the last
word-labels to obtain one single end node.

9.3.3 Rescoring the Lattice

To derive the resulting combination word sequence, the lattice is rescored using the
combination scores and the LM scores. The rescoring procedure searches for the path
with the highest scores through the lattice. Two parameters are used to weight the in-
fluence of the combination scores and the statistical LM. The first parameter µ weights
the LM score against the combination score, while the second parameter ν enables one
to control the number of words in the result. The term to optimise during the search
procedure is recursively given by:

φi = φi−1 + log(swi)+ µ log p(wi|wi−n+1, . . . ,wi−1)+ν (9.6)

where φ0 = 0, φi is the score at position i in the lattice, and φn is the final score for
the combination result. The score swi originates from the ROVER combination (see
Eq. 9.1), and the probability p(wi|wi−n+1, . . . ,wi−1) is given by the n-gram model. The
parameters µ and ν must be optimised on a validation set.
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Note that this procedure has some similarity to the optimisation of the integration of
a statistical LM in the HMM-based recognition described in Sect. 4.4. The difference
is that the scores are not obtained from the HMMs, but from the ROVER combina-
tion method. Additionally, the search space is typically much smaller, because lattices
produced by HMM decoding are usually substantially larger than lattices that originate
from ROVER-based WTNs.

9.4 Oracle

The oracle decision is a theoretical concept that outputs the correct class-label if at least
one ensemble member produces the correct result [50, 76, 142]. The oracles evaluates
the hypothetical power of an ensemble of classifiers. Its performance is a theoretical
upper bound for any combination method and can be used in comparative experiments
because it allows one to quantify the exploitation of a specific combination method
given the ensemble members results.

However, it is worth noting that under certain circumstances the oracle performance
contains no or little information on the ensemble [108]. For instance, given a two-
class problem and an ensemble of two classifiers. If, independent of the input, the first
classifiers always outputs the first class and the second classifier always outputs the
second class, the oracle will achieve perfect recognition.

Similar to most other combination methods, the oracle concept does not apply directly
to the combination of handwritten text line recognition because the outputs of the en-
semble members are sequences of word classes. To conduct the oracle decisions at the
word level in text line recognition, the recognised word sequences are first aligned. For
this purpose, the incremental alignment method of Sect. 9.1.1 is used to build a WTN.
The oracle decision is then applied to each segment of the WTN to derive the final
oracle result. Note that with this strategy, errors made during the alignment can de-
crease the oracle result. If the correct word is output by a recogniser but not aligned in
the correct segment of the WTN, the oracle decision is not able to produce the perfect
combination result.
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Diversity Analysis

The goal of ensemble methods is to correct the errors of one ensemble member with
the output of other ensemble members. To achieve this goal the ensemble members
must be diverse, i.e. the errors of one classifier should be independent of the errors
of the other classifiers. Intuitively speaking, the members should make no coincident
errors. Although a high diversity of a classifier ensemble does not systematically lead
to an improved performance [92], it is considered to be a strong hint towards good
performance. Hence, measuring diversity allows one to predict the performance of
an ensemble without the need of conducting computationally expensive experiments.
Several diversity measures have been proposed for multi-class problems. Surveys can
be found in [12, 77, 141].

Two different groups of diversity measures for ensembles of classifiers can be distin-
guished: pairwise measures and nonpairwise measures. Pairwise measures derive the
final diversity of an ensemble of n classifiers from the n(n−1) pairwise diversity val-
ues. Usually, the mean of these values is used as ensemble diversity. Popular members
of this group of diversity measures are correlation, disagreement, and double fault. On
the other hand, nonpairwise measures consider all the classifier of an ensemble together
and calculate one diversity value directly. Popular nonpairwise diversity measures are
entropy and measures based on Sharkey-levels.

Even though appropriate diversity measures for word sequence recognition are poten-
tially useful in the ensemble generation process, no such measures have been published
yet. The generic framework presented in this chapter allows one to use existing diver-
sity measures that apply to conventional multi-class classification problems for word
sequence recognition problems such as handwritten text line recognition.

Two sections are contained in this chapter. First, existing confidence measures for
multi-class problems are described. In the second section, the novel framework is
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Ci correct Ci wrong
C j correct a b
C j wrong c d

Table 10.1 Probabilities of coincident errors between classifier Ci and C j.

presented that allows one to conduct diversity analysis on ensembles of text line recog-
nisers.

10.1 Diversity Measures

Since a high diversity is considered as a strong hint to good ensemble performance, a
good diversity measure strongly correlates with the ensemble accuracy. In other words,
the goal of a diversity measure is to reliably indicate the performance of an ensemble.

Two groups of diversity measures are used in this thesis. The first group are pairwise
measures that derive the ensemble diversity from pairwise diversity values of each
pair of ensemble members. The second group are nonpairwise measures that directly
calculate the diversity from an ensemble.

10.1.1 Pairwise Measures

Pairwise diversity measures consider only a pair of recognisers at a time. Any possible
pair of ensemble members produces a diversity value. The average across all pairs
gives the final diversity. Based on the probabilities of coincident errors between two
recognisers Ci and C j, shown in Tab. 10.1, several measures are calculated.

Correlation Because the output of two recognisers can be considered as numerical
values (1 for correct, 0 for wrong), the correlation coefficients can be calculated.

ρi, j =
ad−bc√

(a+b)(c+d)(a+ c)(b+d)
(10.1)

Q-Statistic The Q-statistic [146] for two recognisers is zero if the recognisers are sta-
tistically independent. It varies between -1 and 1 and is positive if the recognisers
tend to classify the same objects correctly.

Qi, j =
ad +bc
ad +bc

(10.2)
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Disagreement The disagreement measure is a very intuitive measure of diversity [121].
It is the probability that two recognisers will disagree on their decision.

Di, j = b+ c (10.3)

Double Fault Another quite intuitive measure is the double fault measure [42] which
is the probability that both recognisers make a wrong decision.

DFi, j = d (10.4)

10.1.2 Nonpairwise Measures

The nonpairwise confidence measures applied in this thesis originate from the Sharkey-
levels introduced in [119]. Four levels are proposed each describing the occurence of
coincidental errors among the members of an ensemble.

Level 1 No coincident errors. Each ensemble member produces the correct result.

Level 2 Some coincident errors, but the majority of the ensemble members provide
the correct result.

Level 3 The majority is not correct but some of the members produce the correct result.

Level 4 The correct result is not output by any of the ensemble members.

The frequencies of the different levels are used as diversity measures. Thus, Li is the
frequency that a decision made by the ensemble belongs to level i, where i = 1, . . . ,4.

10.2 Diversity Analysis for Word Sequence Recognisers

As stated above, the diversity measures of Sect. 10.1 do not apply directly to the consid-
ered ensembles of handwritten text line recognisers because not single class-labels are
combined but sequences of class-labels. The following framework overcomes this gap
by first applying an alignment and labelling process, before existing diversity measures
estimate the diversity of the alignment segments.
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10.2.1 Methodology

Let n ensemble members have recognised n word sequences (W1, . . . ,Wn). Each of
these sequences might contain a different amount of words, and therefore the alignment
procedure described in Sect. 9.1 is applied to synchronise the n word sequences. The
result of the alignment is a WTN which consists of m segments. Each arc in the WTN is
labelled with a word out of (W1, . . . ,Wn). Null transition arcs ε occur when the number
of words in (W1, . . . ,Wn) differs.

Next, the ensemble result is derived by applying some decision rule to each segment
of the WTN. Any kind of decision strategy can be used, but for the sake of simplicity
plurality voting is used. The resulting sequence of decision results constitute the com-
bination result Ŵ . Note that if the decision result of a segment is a null transition, this
segment does not contribute any word to Ŵ .

Once the combination result Ŵ and the ground truth are available, the segments of the
WTN can be labelled. Therefore, the combination result Ŵ first aligns with the ground
truth. Based on the alignment the words in the ground truth are mapped to the WTN
segments.

Each of the diversity measures described in Sect. 10.1 that were developed for multi-
class problems applies now to the segments of the WTN. Averaging the diversities of
the segments provides the final ensemble diversity.

10.2.2 Example

An example of the entire process of calculating diversity measures for ensembles of
handwritten text line recognisers is shown in Fig. 10.1. The input is the handwritten
text line They will be asked to comment shown in (a). Features are extracted, and
each ensemble member performs the recognition step. The recognised word sequences
(W1, . . . ,W7) are listed in (b).

Next, the word sequences (W1, . . . ,W7) are synchronised. An iterative alignment is used
for this purpose. Part (c) shows the resulting alignment. Note that null transition arcs ε

are inserted at the beginning of some text lines to align the additional word in W1 and
W6. Once the alignment of (W1, . . . ,W7) is done, the combination result is calculated
for each alignment segment. Plurality voting gets the word sequence they will be asked
to council. To label the segments, the combination result Ŵ aligns with the ground
truth T as shown in (d). Based on this information, the segments of the aligned word
sequences of (d) are labelled. The result of the labelling process is shown in (e).

Now, the diversity measures described in Sect. 10.1 that have been originally developed
for conventional multi-class classification problems also apply to this example of a
sequence recognition problem; e.g. the level 1 diversity measure yields 4/7, and the
level 3 diversity measure is equal to 1/7.
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(a) Handwritten input text:

(b) Results from the different ensemble members:
W1: if they will be asked to council
W2: they will be asked to comment
W3: it will be asked to comment
W4: they will be asked to council
W5: they will be asked to council
W6: if it will be asked to comment
W7: they will be asked to council

(c) Alignment of the ensemble results in a WTN:
W1: if they will be asked to council
W2: ε they will be asked to comment
W3: ε it will be asked to comment
W4: ε they will be asked to council
W5: ε they will be asked to council
W6: if it will be asked to comment
W7: ε they will be asked to council

(d) Alignment of the combination result and the ground truth:
Ŵ : they will be asked to council
T: They will be asked to comment

(e) Labelling the segments:
W1: if they will be asked to council
W2: ε they will be asked to comment
W3: ε it will be asked to comment
W4: ε they will be asked to council
W5: ε they will be asked to council
W6: if it will be asked to comment
W7: ε they will be asked to council
T: ε They will be asked to comment

Figure 10.1 Example of calculating diversity of ensembles of text recognisers.
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Experimental Evaluation

This chapter reports the experiments conducted with the ensemble methods introduced
in the previous chapters of this part. The underlying base recognition system is the
one introduced in Part I. The evaluation is conducted on a large set of handwritten text
lines from the IAM database. Additional synthetic data has been generated to test the
diversity analysis framework.

The next section describes the experimental setup used in all experiments. Section 11.2
reports the experiments conducted using the standard ROVER combination framework.
The statistical decision is evaluated in Sect. 11.3, while the experiments with the combi-
nation method which includes a statistical LM are described in Sect. 11.4. In Sect. 11.5,
the oracle results are given, and the results of the diversity analysis are reported in
Sect. 11.6. The last section concludes this chapter by discussing several remarkable
issues of the experiments.

11.1 Experimental Setup

The experimental setup is similar to the one of the single recogniser experiments de-
scribed in Sect. 6.1. The same data sets are used. Thus, all input text lines originate
from the IAM database [90], and the three data sets, i.e. training (6,161 text lines),
validation (920 text lines), and test set (2,781 text lines), provide a writer independent
task.

The recogniser evaluated in Sect. 6.2 is used as optimised single reference system. This
recogniser is trained on the entire training data. The integration of the statistical LM is
optimised as described in Sect. 4.4.

Based on this reference system, 24 ensemble members are generated with each of the
ensemble generation methods described in Chapter 8. The number 24 is determined
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heuristically. If too few ensemble members are available, the combination method may
not be able to increase the accuracy. On the other hand, if too many ensemble mem-
bers are generated, the computational cost increases substantially, possibly without
providing any improvement in the combination accuracy. Thus, 24 Bagging recogniser
trained on bootstrap replicas of the training set, 24 random feature subspace recog-
nisers with different feature subsets, and 24 LM integration variation recognisers are
generated. The ensembles generated with each single method will be called single-
source ensembles. In addition to the single-source ensembles, a multi-source ensemble
is created by including all 72 ensemble members from the three ensemble generation
methods. The reason for creating multi-source ensembles is that a higher diversity
among the ensemble members can be expected if they are generated with different
procedures.

Four different confidence strategies are used. The first and most general strategy does
not include any confidence value at all. The second strategy uses the likelihood-based
confidence measure described in Sect. 5.1, whereas the third and forth strategy use the
candidate-based confidence measures Conf1 and Conf2 of Sect. 5.2. An ensemble is
built with each ensemble generation method, including the multi-source strategy, and
with each confidence strategy, which results in a total of 16 ensembles.

Instead of using all available 24, and 72, respectively, recognisers in one large en-
semble, the ensemble member selection procedure described in Sect. 8.4 reduces the
number of recognisers in an ensemble. The selection procedure is based on a greedy
forward search. For computational reasons and to reduce overfitting on the validation
set, this selection is conducted with the standard ROVER combination method only.
The other combination schemes, i.e. statistical decision, LM-supported combination,
and oracle, then use these optimised ensembles.

11.2 ROVER Combination

This section provides the experimental evaluation of the combination performed with
the standard ROVER algorithm described in Sect. 9.1. After the alignment, the deci-
sions are made for each aligned segment. First, only plurality voting is applied in order
to determine the combination result. Then, the three confidence measures, i.e. the
likelihood-based confidence and the two candidate-based confidence measures Conf1
and Conf2, are used to conduct confidence-based voting.

Figure 11.1 shows the results of the greedy forward search which is applied on the val-
idation set to select the ensemble members and to determine the ensemble size. During
this selection, the parameters λ and cε of the ROVER combination are optimised for
each validated ensemble. Consistently, Conf2 outperforms all other confidence mea-
sures. If only single-source ensembles are considered, Bagging leads to the best re-
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Figure 11.1 Overproduce and choose. Validation of the ensemble size and com-
position with greedy forward search for each ensemble generation strategy and each
combination method.

sults. Including Bagging, feature subspace, and LM integration variation recognisers
in multi-source ensembles further increases performance on the validation set.

The optimised ensemble sizes are reported in Tab. 11.1. Ensembles generated with
LM variations reach their optimised performance with only 5-12 members. Bagging
ensembles have their optimised size at 11-13 members. In contrast, random feature
subspace methods require up to 18 ensemble members. As expected, multi-source
ensembles have more diversity among the members, thus adding more recognisers to
these ensembles benefits the recognition performance.

The results in terms of word level accuracy on validation and test set are given in
Tab. 11.2. Similar to the validation set, confidence measure Conf2 outperforms all
other confidence measures on the test set. The multi-source ensemble combined with
voting achieves a considerably high accuracy of 66.73%, which is an indication that
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Ensemble Voting Likelihood Conf1 Conf2
Bagging 12 11 11 13
Random Subspace 18 18 15 13
LM Variations 7 12 5 7
Multi-Source 23 21 27 27

Table 11.1 Ensemble size of the different ensemble methods with a given confidence
measure. The ensemble size is optimised on the validation set.

Validation Set
Ensemble No Conf Likelihood Conf1 Conf2
Bagging 71.51 71.51 71.96 72.23
Subspaces 71.44 71.49 71.56 71.74
LM Variations 68.34 68.52 68.73 69.39
Multi-Source 72.60 72.70 72.85 73.15

Test Set
Ensemble No Conf Likelihood Conf1 Conf2
Bagging 65.63 65.67 65.88 66.37
Subspaces 65.08 65.32 65.53 65.39
LM Variations 63.38 63.13 63.50 63.83
Multi-Source 66.73 66.50 66.66 67.17

Table 11.2 Recognition accuracy of the ROVER combination on validation and test
set for different ensemble generation methods and confidence measures.

the more diverse the recognisers are, the less important is the confidence measure. All
improvements over the single reference system that achieves 64.48% accuracy (see
Sect. 6.2 for details) are statistically significant at the 5% significance level. If only
recognisers generated with the LM variations are used, no improvement over the ref-
erence system happens. The best accuracy of 67.17% is achieved by the multi-source
ensemble with confidence measure Conf2. If only a single source is used, Bagging
with confidence measure Conf2 outperforms all other strategies and achieves 66.37%
accuracy.

11.3 Statistical Decision

In Sect. 9.2, the statistical decision was introduced. It extends the ROVER framework
through a trainable decision method that can handle an arbitrarily large number of
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Validation Set
Ensemble No Conf Likelihood Conf1 Conf2
Bagging 71.78 70.61 71.88 71.94
Subspaces 71.63 71.52 71.54 71.67
LM Variations 68.25 69.00 68.70 69.49
Multi-Source 72.44 72.77 72.67 73.67

Test Set
Ensemble No Conf Likelihood Conf1 Conf2
Bagging 65.48 64.13 65.68 66.19
Subspaces 65.08 65.31 65.11 65.53
LM Variations 63.48 63.45 63.58 63.96
Multi-Source 66.63 66.69 66.97 67.29

Table 11.3 Recognition accuracy of the statistical decision method on validation and
test set for different ensemble generation methods and confidence measures.

classes. The probabilities of the statistical decision are estimated on the validation
set by an MLP. The input of the MLP are confidence values output by the different
ensemble members. Note that for the ensemble without confidence measures the input
for the MLP is a binary vector (see Eq. 9.5 for details).

To avoid over-training of the MLP, the 920 text lines of the validation set are split
into training (820 text lines) and validation set (100 text lines). The standard back-
propagation algorithm is used to train the weights of the MLP. During the validation
phase the number of hidden neurons and the number of training iterations are optimised
by minimising the mean square error on the 100 text lines of the validation set.

The results of the statistical decision experiments are provided in Tab. 11.3. Bagging,
feature subspace, and multi-source ensembles fused with statistical decision signif-
icantly outperform the single reference system (which achieves recognition rates of
69.02% and 64.48% on validation and test set, respectively). Compared to the standard
ROVER results in Tab. 11.2, the statistical decision performs better for some ensem-
bles while for other ensembles the standard ROVER gives better results. On the test
set, the highest accuracy of 67.29% is achieved with the multi-source ensemble and
confidence measure Conf2, which significantly outperforms the ROVER combination
at the 5% significance level.
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Validation Set
Ensemble Decision No Conf Likelihood Conf1 Conf2
Bagging ROVER 71.51 71.51 71.96 72.23

Bigram 71.97 71.93 72.11 72.27
Trigram 72.17 72.25 72.34 72.45
Quadrigram 72.16 72.16 72.32 72.47

Subspaces ROVER 71.44 71.49 71.56 71.74
Bigram 71.58 - - -
Trigram 71.52 71.57 - 71.80
Quadrigram 71.58 71.73 - 71.87

LM Variations ROVER 68.34 68.52 68.73 69.39
Bigram 68.57 68.93 68.93 -
Trigram 68.82 69.18 69.18 69.74
Quadrigram 68.82 69.18 69.17 69.82

Multi-Source ROVER 72.60 72.70 72.85 73.15
Bigram 72.75 72.72 - -
Trigram 72.80 72.95 - -
Quadrigram 72.76 72.87 - -

Table 11.4 Recognition accuracy of the LM-based decision on the validation set for
different ensemble generation methods and confidence measures. If no result is shown,
the best performing decision method is ROVER, i.e. without including an LM.

11.4 Language Model Decision

To evaluate the LM-based combination method, bigram (n = 2), trigram (n = 3), and
quadrigram (n = 4) LMs are included in the combination process. The bigram LM
originates from three corpora, the LOB, the Brown, and the Wellington corpus. A
bigram LM is built for each of the corpora. These three bigram models are then linearly
combined with optimised mixture weights to build the final LM [44]. To have enough
texts to estimate the trigram and quadrigram models, the BNC corpus and the ANC
corpus are further considered. Again, for each of the five corpora, an n-gram LM is
built. These models are then combined with optimised mixture weights to build the
final n-gram LM, where n ∈ {3,4}.
Before the performance of the LM-based combination is measured on the test set, the
parameters µ and ν of Eq. 9.6 are optimised on the validation set. If the optimal value
for parameter µ is zero, including the LM into the combination does not provide any
benefit on the validation set, and thus no values for µ and ν are found to measure the
performance on the test set.

Table 11.4 reports the result of the LM-based decision method on the validation set.
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Test Set
Ensemble Decision No Conf Likelihood Conf1 Conf2
Bagging ROVER 65.63 65.67 65.88 66.37

Bigram 66.70 66.57 66.59 66.97
Trigram 67.10 66.99 66.97 67.35
Quadrigram 67.10 67.00 67.00 67.41

Subspaces ROVER 65.08 65.32 65.53 65.39
Bigram 65.27 - - -
Trigram 65.72 66.33 - 66.12
Quadrigram 65.78 65.92 - 65.70

LM Variations ROVER 63.38 63.13 63.50 63.83
Bigram 63.98 64.22 64.26 -
Trigram 64.49 64.51 64.52 63.82
Quadrigram 64.49 64.51 64.33 63.86

Multi-Source ROVER 66.73 66.50 66.66 67.17
Bigram 67.22 67.25 - -
Trigram 67.50 67.75 - -
Quadrigram 67.54 67.82 - -

Table 11.5 Recognition accuracy of the LM-based decision on the test set. ROVER
acts as a reference system which does not include LM information. If no result is shown,
the best performing decision on the validation set is obtained without including an LM.

Although the ROVER combination is highly optimised on the validation set, the LM-
based combination method performs better in most experiments, i.e. the optimised
value for µ is not zero for the reported recognition rates (all other experiments are
marked with ‘-’). On the validation set, the best performing experiment achieves
72.95% accuracy and uses multi-source ensembles with likelihood-based confidence
measures and a trigram model. However, it does not outperform the standard ROVER
method which achieves an accuracy of 73.15% using multi-source ensembles and con-
fidence measure Conf2.

The recognition rates achieved on the test set are reported in Tab. 11.5. What first
attracts attention is that each LM-supported combination strategy that achieved an im-
provement on the validation set performs better than the corresponding ROVER com-
bination on the test set. The best recognition performance is 67.82% achieved with
multi-source ensembles, quadrigram LM, and likelihood-based confidence.

Whereas a significant improvement happens when one goes from bigrams to trigrams,
the differences in the results of trigrams and quadrigrams are mostly minor. By ex-
amining the relative number of n-grams that can be applied to the transcriptions of the
test set, listed in Tab. 11.6, it can be observed that quadrigrams can be used for only
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Bigram Trigram Quadrigram
#Out-of-Vocabulary 6.3% 6.3% 6.3%
#Unigrams 21.3% 8.6% 8.6%
#Bigrams 72.4% 38.5% 38.9%
#Trigrams - 46.6% 30.0%
#Quadrigrams - - 16.2%

Table 11.6 Relative number of n-grams applicable for the different n-gram models in
the transcription of the test set.

16.2% of the words, whereas all other words that are not out-of-vocabulary must be
backed-off to tri-, bi-, or unigrams.

11.5 Oracle

This section reports the experiments conducted with the oracle decision described in
Sect. 9.4. The oracle decision is a theoretical concept that provides an upper-bound
for any combination method given the results of the ensemble members. To obtain
the oracle accuracy, the handwritten text lines are first aligned in a WTN. Second, the
oracle decision is applied to each segment of the WTN.

The results of the oracle decision are shown in Tab. 11.7. As expected from the en-
semble member process and other optimisations, the oracle accuracy is higher on the
validation than on the test set. The best performance is achieved with multi-source
ensembles. Here the diversity is expected to be higher, and more ensemble members
typically lead to better oracle performance. Surprisingly, oracles on random feature
subspace ensembles clearly outperform oracles on Bagging ensembles.

Figure 11.2 puts the oracle decision results in context to the ROVER combination re-
sults of Sect. 11.2. The results on the validation and the test set look similar despite
the lower performance on the test data. In general, there is a tendency that if the ora-
cle performance increases, the performance of the ROVER combination increases, too.
This is not true for the subspace ensembles that have a higher oracle performance than
Bagging, but the combination accuracy is beneath the accuracy of Bagging ensembles.

One question when working with oracle decision is how much of the optimal perfor-
mance of the oracle is achieved with a concrete decision strategy. Or in other words,
how good is the exploitation of the ensemble? For this purpose, the decision perfor-
mance is divided by the oracle performance. Figure 11.3 shows the exploitation of the
ROVER combination results of Tab. 11.2. All values are between 0.88 and 0.96, which
means that about 90% of all decision are made correctly if a correct decision is possible.
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Validation Set
Ensemble No Conf Likelihood Conf1 Conf2
Bagging 76.96 76.79 76.66 76.95
Subspaces 79.19 79.09 78.87 78.59
LM Variations 72.57 73.25 71.25 72.65
Multi-Source 80.06 79.98 80.19 79.95

Test Set
Ensemble No Conf Likelihood Conf1 Conf2
Bagging 72.29 72.08 71.89 72.51
Subspaces 74.14 74.29 74.05 73.40
LM Variations 68.51 62.21 67.23 68.45
Multi-Source 75.82 75.56 75.78 75.63

Table 11.7 Recognition accuracy of the oracle decision on validation and test set for
different ensemble generation methods and confidence measures.

The LM variation ensembles achieve the best exploitation due to the rather low perfor-
mance of both oracle and ROVER decision. Candidate-based confidence measures are
able to get higher exploitation on similar ensembles. This phenomenon, indicating a
useful confidence strategy, not only occurs on the validation set, but generalises on the
test set.

11.6 Diversity Analysis Results

Experimental evaluation of the diversity analysis framework proposed in Chapter 10 is
conducted on a synthetic and a real-world data set.

11.6.1 Experimental Evaluation on Synthetic Data

The aim of the experiments with synthetic data is to show relationships between the
recognition accuracy and the different diversity measures. The advantage of using
synthetic data is that the correlation between the ensemble members is under control.
Also the number of classes can be chosen to simulate different application domains,
e.g. character sequence recognition (∼ 80 classes) or text line recognition (∼ 10,000
classes). Furthermore, an arbitrarily large amount of data can be produced relatively
fast. On the other hand, it may happen that the generated ensemble member results do
not sufficiently model the results produced by real-word ensemble members.

The diversity analysis framework is evaluated on artificial ensemble results that are
generated as follows. First the ground truth is created. To build the ground truth for
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Figure 11.2 Scatterplot of the oracle and the ROVER combination performance on
validation and test set.
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Figure 11.3 Dividing the combination accuracy by the oracle accuracy gives a mea-
sure of exploitation of the ensemble power. As expected, the exploitation is higher on
the validation set.

a word sequence, the length n of the sequence is first defined by a random number in
a given range. Next, n words are randomly chosen from the underlying lexicon and
used as the ground truth word sequence. Second, the ensemble results are generated
iteratively. Given the ground truth word sequence, the first ensemble member’s re-
sult sequence is created randomly with a given accuracy. The next member’s result
sequence is generated with respect to a given correlation to the previously generated
word sequence. This process is continued until the desired number of results is gener-
ated.
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In the experiments, ensembles that contain five, ten, fifteen, and twenty members with
a lexicon of 10,000 word classes are generated. Furthermore, the correlation between
two successive members is varied to obtain ensembles with different diversities.

The results for the pairwise measures correlation, Q-statistics, disagreement, and dou-
ble fault are shown the upper part of Fig. 11.4. All diversity measures clearly correlate
to the recognition accuracy using the artificial ensembles. The four different lines that
are observed originate from the four different sizes of the analysed ensembles. Thus,
the diversity measures are unstable when the ensemble size changes. The lower part
of Fig 11.4 shows the results of the nonpairwise level-based diversity measures. The
best indicators of a good performance are level 1 and level 4. They are relatively stable
against variations in the size of the ensembles.

11.6.2 Diversity Analysis on Handwriting Data

The experiments conducted to evaluate the diversity analysis framework on real-world
ensembles for handwritten text line recognition consider the same eight diversity mea-
sures used on artificial data. Four measures, i.e. correlation, Q-statistic, disagreement,
and double fault, are pairwise diversity measures, whereas the other four measures are
nonpairwise diversity measures based on Sharkey-levels.

The results of the pairwise diversity measures are shown in Fig. 11.5. Each point in a
plot represents an ensemble. The ensembles originate from the different sources, i.e.
Bagging, random feature subspace, LM integration variation, and ensembles from all
these source referred to as multi-source ensembles. For each source, four confidence
strategies are used, i.e. no confidence, likelihood-based confidence, Conf1, and Conf2.
This results in sixteen different ensembles. The diversity is plotted against the accuracy
of the ROVER combination results reported in Sect. 11.2. The results on the validation
set are provided in the left column, whereas the test set results are shown on the right
side. The diversity measure with the strongest correlation on both validation and test
set is the double fault measure.

The results of the nonpairwise level-based diversity measures are given in Fig. 11.6.
Again sixteen ensembles are used to evaluate the relationship between a specific di-
versity measure and the recognition accuracy of the ensemble. The best results are
achieved with the level 4 diversity measure.

Figures 11.5 and 11.6 show the results of the diversity measures and the accuracy on the
same set, i.e. either on the validation or on the test set. In practice, however, it would
be useful to have a diversity measure that enables some sort of performance prediction
for unknown data. Therefore, the diversity measures calculated on the validation set
are plotted against the accuracy of the ROVER combination measured on the test set
in Fig. 11.7. The diversity measure that best predicts the performance on the test set is
the double fault measure. Most other diversity measures give no reliable predictions.
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Figure 11.4 Evaluation of the diversity measures on synthetic data. The x-axis shows
the values of the diversity measure, and the ensemble accuracy is displayed on the
y-axis. The pairwise diversity measures are given in the upper part, whereas the non-
pairwise measures are shown in the lower part.
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Figure 11.5 Scatterplots of different pairwise diversity measures and ROVER combi-
nation accuracy. The plots on the left side are calculated on the validation set, and the
test set results are shown on the right.
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Figure 11.6 Scatterplots of level-based non-pairwise diversity measures and ROVER
combination accuracy. The plots on the left side are calculated on the validation set,
and the test set results are shown on the right.
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Figure 11.7 Scatterplots of the prediction power of the applied diversity measures.
The diversity measured on the validation set is plotted against the ROVER combination
accuracy on the test set.
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It is worth having a closer look at the results of the diversity analysis on the real-word
ensembles reported in Figs. 11.5, 11.6, and 11.7 and compare them with the results
on artificial data shown in Fig. 11.4. Whereas a clear correlation between the combi-
nation accuracy and most considered diversity measures can be reported for artificial
data, only the double fault and the level 4 measure perform reasonably well on the real-
world data. All other diversity measures estimate the diversity of the random feature
subspace ensembles higher than the diversity of the Bagging ensemble, although com-
bining the Bagging ensembles usually results in a higher recognition accuracy. This
corresponds to the oracle performance of Bagging and feature subspace ensembles re-
ported in Fig. 11.2. Thus, the conclusion can be drawn that the combination procedure
is unable to fully benefit from the ability of the random feature subspace ensembles.

11.7 Discussion

This section concludes the experimental evaluation by discussing several interesting
issues that were observed during the evaluation of the different ensemble methods.

In general, one can conclude that ensemble methods can successfully be applied to
offline handwritten text line recognition. Most of the proposed methods increase the
performance compared to the single reference system. Of course, the computational
cost of the proposed ensemble methods is substantially higher than that of the single
reference system raising the question whether the ensemble methods are worthwhile.
This problem can be solved if multiple computational units are available. Then, the ex-
pensive calculations, i.e. the recognition conducted by the individual ensemble mem-
bers, can be distributed and executed in parallel, and the required computation time is
not substantially higher by applying the proposed ensemble methods.

In almost all experiments the Bagging method outperforms the corresponding feature
subspace method, which itself performs better than the LM variation ensemble. Al-
though LM variation is a fast and specific ensemble generation method, it did not pro-
duce good results in the conducted experiments. One reason for this fact may be that
the combination methods, which are all based on an alignment, could not deal well with
the different word lengths that result from the variation of the word insertion penalty.
Additionally, the high double fault and the high level 4 diversity measure indicate that
the diversity of these ensembles is rather low. The superior performance of the Bagging
ensembles can be explained by the fact that during testing, a Bagging recogniser uses
all available nine features, whereas only six out of nine features are used by a feature
subspace recogniser.

Using multiple generation methods to build an ensemble, referred to as multi-source
ensembles, consistently outperformed each corresponding single-source ensemble. The
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diversity, the oracle performance, and the combination accuracy increase by consider-
ing multiple ensemble generation methods.

In many experiments a good confidence measure, i.e. Conf1 or Conf2, or a sophisti-
cated combination method, e.g. LM-based decision, increased the performance. How-
ever, they often trade-off, i.e. not much improvement usually happens if a good confi-
dence measure as well as a sophisticated combination method is used. This indicates
that a good confidence measure enhances a rather weak combination strategy, and vice
versa, a good combination strategy can compensate for the lack of a reliable confidence
measure.

The proposed diversity analysis framework was used to describe the relationship be-
tween the ensemble performance and various diversity measures. However, the inclu-
sion of diversity into the ensemble generation process is still an open issue. In combi-
nation with the ensemble performance on a validation set, ensemble diversity could be
used during the ensemble member selection process.





Part III

Conclusions and Outlook
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Conclusions

This thesis investigates the use of ensemble methods for the recognition of general
offline handwritten English text lines. The underlying recognition system is a state
of the art recogniser based on hidden Markov models and statistical n-gram language
modelling. Several ensemble creation methods and result combination schemes are
discussed. An experimental evaluation on a large data set of handwritten text lines
shows the effectiveness of the proposed methods.

After image normalisation, a sliding window method extracts a feature vector sequence
from the image of a handwritten text. Each character is modelled with a hidden Markov
model with an individual number of states. Based on a lexicon, word models are built.
A bigram language model is used to build text line models. Three confidence mea-
sures, based on normalised likelihoods and alternative candidates, are calculated in a
postprocessing step.

Three methods are applied to generate ensembles of recognisers from a single base
recogniser: Bagging, which varies the training data, random feature subspace, that
alters the feature vectors, and variation of the integration of the statistical language
model, where the architecture is varied. An overproduce and choose method selects
ensemble members using a greedy forward search. The most successful ensembles are
created with the Bagging method. The ensembles further improve by using multiple
ensemble generation methods to build multi-source ensembles.

The combination of multiple handwritten text line recognisers differs from most other
multiple classifier combination tasks because the output of a text line recogniser is a
sequence of words instead of a single class. The results of multiple text line recognisers
are combined in two steps. First, an alignment method is needed to synchronise the
recognition results which can be of different word-length. The result of the alignment
is a word transition network. Second, a decision method is implemented that decides
for each segment of the word transition network which word should be included in the
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combination result. Various decision methods are investigated, including decision by
frequency of occurrence, confidence-based voting, a statistical decision method, and a
decision method that includes a statistical language model.

The experimental evaluation shows that the applied ensemble methods are able to in-
crease the recognition performance compared to the optimised single recogniser. The
most successful combination method is the decision based on language models. Addi-
tionally, the confidence measures based on alternative candidates are particularly able
to improve the combination methods.
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Outlook

This chapter provides an incomplete list of issues that may be considered in future
research to improve the state of the art in offline handwritten text line recognition.

In recent years, discriminative models, e.g. support vector machines, have become very
popular in the pattern recognition community. Most of these models cannot be di-
rectly applied to handwritten text line recognition because sequences of classes must
be recognised rather than just a single class. Recently, however, novel methods have
been proposed that should be evaluated systematically on offline handwritten text data.
The first method is called conditional random field and is a unidirectional discrimi-
native model that can be used for the labelling of sequential data [78]. A conditional
random field can be understood as a generalisation of an HMM that transforms constant
transition probabilities into arbitrary functions. The second method is a special type of
neural network called long short-term memory network and includes feedback connec-
tions as well as specific cells that can convey information over temporal distances [51].

The indexing of handwritten documents is an interesting application of the presented
text recognition system. The task of indexing is different from the recognition task
because not every word that occurs in a text is of interest for an index; e.g. words
like the, or, and a occur in every English text and are typically neglected. Thus, the
interesting words must be spotted and the recognition system should be optimised on
these words.

Boosting and its numerous variations are widely considered to be very effective en-
semble generation methods. Boosting is very expensive for the considered handwrit-
ing recognition task because the entire training set must be decoded in each iteration.
Therefore, it has not been used in this thesis. Nevertheless, and with machines get-
ting more powerful, applying Boosting to handwritten text line recognition may be an
interesting topic for future research.
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This thesis only considers ensembles that are automatically generated from a given base
recogniser. The question remains open which combination methods are well suited if
multiple base recognisers are used to generate the ensemble or if no automatic en-
semble generation is considered, but all recognisers are built manually. In general,
the diversity is increased with additional base recognisers. Thus, with an appropriate
combination method the performance can increase.
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